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One ywr, “

primeval,” ami to see the lakes, rivers
and mountains in their primitive wild
ness. A few have taken their wives
or sisters with them, -Waving spied out
the land last season.
The scenery as seen from the cars
is line on nearly the whole route from
Portland. After crossing the Presumpscot at West Falmouth, the first
noticeable landscape is at New Glouc
ester. The fertile intervales on Royal’s
river, with a village set on a hill at
the west, are remarkable for their
beauty. In 1742 the,first settlers o f
the town poled their rafts, containing
all their household goodjsup that river
from North Yarmoif£h, where they
had arrived in a vessel from Old
Gloucester, Cape Aun. A t Danville
Junction we meet the Grand Trunk
train and receive their way passengers.
From here to the Littjv Androscoggiu
the railroad skirts the shores o f small
ponds, whose glossy -tirface is dotted
with water lilies. Next we come to
Auburn with its great shoe factories.
T he railroad bridge over the Andros-

Let's oftener talk o f nobler deeds,
And rarer of the bad ones,
And sing about our happy days,
And not about the sad ones
We were not made tb fret and sigh,
And when grief sleeps to wake i t ;
Bright happiness is stealing by—
This life is what we make it. .
Let’s find the sunny side of men;
Or be believers in i t ;
A light there Is in every soul
That takes the pains to win it.
Oh ! there’s a slumb’ring good in all,
And we perchance may wake i t ;
Our hands contairrthe magic wand—
This life is what we make it.
Then here’s to those whose loving hearts
Slied joy and light about them !
Thanks be to them for countless gems
We ne'er had known without them.
O ! this should be a happy world
To all who may partake i t ;
The fault’s our own if it is not—
This life is what we make it.

f j f , 1878,
public buildings. The Western State
Norm al School is located here and is
in a flourshing condition.
The best building in the county, is
said to be ‘ ‘ The W illow s” school, now
closed tor the want o f patronage,
caused by the numerous and excellent
free High schools o f the state. Oppo
site is a row o f six large willows,
which gave the school its name. The
building is a noble monument to pri
vate enterprise. A t the other end o f
the village is the.“ Little Blue S chool,”
which has a wide reputation. The
entire region o f Farmington has an air
o f thrift.
“ Powderhouse hill” is a
grim sentinel overlooking the village,
from which can be seen an unsurpassed
landscape. This hill was so named
from the town magazine, which was
built on its summit. Previous to the
separation o f Maine from Massa
chusetts, every’town was compelled by
law to keep a certain quantity o f
powder, balls, flints, and camp kettles,
ready for use, which were annually
inspected by an officer.
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Methodist—Rev. E. W. Simons, Pastor. Ser
vices every two weeks. Next service, Sept. 29.
Sablrath School at noon, every Sunday.
Services at West Phillips, once in four weeks.
Next service, Sept. 22.
Universal ist — Rev. O. H. Johnson, Pastor;
services at Union Church every four weeks.
Next service, Sunday, 29tli. Sabbath School
each week, at 2;30 P.'M.
& T F rlends from abroad cordially invited.
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N. B., Phillips, President Union Na
tional Bank.
B EAL,
& WORTH LEY, Phillips, Drugs, Fur
nishing Goods, Hots, Cdps, Ac.
B EAL
U E A I i , H. E., Phillips Sleigh and. Carriage
Sam’l A.,Phillips, Boots and
Shoes, made and repaired.
B LANCHARD,
Mrs. M. J., Farmington, Millinery
and Fancy Goods.
B URNS,
. H.,Phillips, Dry Go<sis and Gro
ceries. Fine Family Flour a Specialty.
B YRON,
W. M., Phillips, Black Smith
C HANDLER,
and Job Worker.
Harry P., Phillips, Surveyor and Pub
DILL,
lisher.
M, W „ Phillips, Boots, Shoes, Rub
bers and Moccasins.
DUTTON,
Sam’l, Phillips, Barden House and
FARMER,
Livery Stable.
G. II„ Farmington, Proprietor
FLETCHER,
Forest House.
C. F., Strong, Horse Shoeing and
C ILKEY,
Job Work.
M. W „ Phillips, Fashionable Hair
Dresser.
HARDEN,
j

■ ■ALL, J „ New Vineyard, Proprietor New
Vineyard House.
ALL, Joseph S., Fort Fairfield, Black Smith
Supplies, Horse Shoeing and Job Work.

H
Warren, Strong,
Surgeon.
H UNTER.

Physician and

UNTER. D. & Co., Portland, Groceries and
Provisions.
IMBALL, F. A „ Phillips, Physician and
Surgeon.
OWELL, H. W., West Farmington, Grocer
ies, Ac.
UCE, Frank, New Vineyard, Dry Goods and
Groceries, Boots and Shoes.

H
K
L
L
E. W., Augusta, Crayon Portrait
M OORE,
Artist.
O. M., Phillips, Job Printer; Editor
and Proprietor of the Phonograph.
M OORE,
Jas. Jr., Phillips, Attorney at
M ORRISON,
Law.
B. T., Phillips, Watchmaker and
Jeweler.
P ARKER,
ATT, 1$. E.. Farmington, Attorney at Law
Notary Public.
P Rand
RESCOTT, E. 1)., Phillips, Proprietor Elm
P wood House,
E. M., Phillips, Furniture, Cof
ROBINSON,
fins and Caskets.
It. L., Farmington, Artistic Pho
tographer.
ROBERTS,
AWTELLE,
West Waterville, Ta.ridermist and Frank,
Stationer
YER, P. A., Phillips,
Counselor at La w.
SAW

Attorney and

E. Il„ New Vineyard, Proprietor of
the Franklin House.
SMITH,
J. M., Phillips,
SOULE,
Grave Stones, Ac.
G. T.,
facturer.
SOULE,

Manufacturer of

Strong, Grave Stone Manu

J. E., Phillips, Cashier Union
National Bank.
T HOMPSON,
G. W., Farmington, School Books,
Stationery, Fancy Goods A Picture Frames.
T ITCOMB,
D. H „ Phillips, Dry (Jkrods A
Groceries.
T OOTHAKER,
C. L„ Phillips, Physician and
Surgeon.
T OOTHAKER,
■JpRUE, Henry W., Phillips, Merchant Taylor.

W

ILL, E. A., Phillips, Watches, Clocks and
Jewelry.
ILLIAMS, E. A., Auburn and Phillips,
Dentist.

W
G. W. & Co.,
Y OUNG,
and Groceries.

Rangeley, Dry Goods

MOUNTAIN VIEW HOUSE, RANGELEY LAKES.

.M iffc e U n n v o u s ,

A Tour to Rangeley Lakes.
[T h e following is extracted from a
series o f communications to the Press.
— E d .]
“ Land of the forest and the rock,
Of clear blue lake and mighty river;
Of mountains rented aloft to mock
The storm’s career and lightning’s shock—
Our own green land forever,”

On the noon train which leaves
Portland, on M onday, A u g 4th,by the
Maine Central railroad, we find many
pleasure-seekers from Massachusetts
and States beyond who had left Boston
after the usual breakfast hour and
who will next lodge at Farmington or
Phillips. T hey are people o f diverse
tastes, but all have the same objects
in view— rest and pleasure.
A large
proportion are nathral sportsmen, who
are showing and describing the merits
o f their guus and fishing gear, and
talking enthusiastically o f their favor
ite sport, describing their peculiar
manner o f securing an eight pound
trout .after he is hooked, or the process
o f shooting the largest number from a
flock o f wild pigeons, Some veterans
are describing to sentimental novices
the best mountain and lake views. At
home some are business men, clerks
and salesmen— perhaps originally from
Maine ; some who yesterday ministered
at the altar and preached the gospel o f
the Master, who said to Peter and
A ndrew on the lake o f Geneseret “ fol
low me and I will make you fishers o f
men.” A part o f our company are
fishers o f men in another sense. They
cast the gilded bait before the inex
perienced o f the cities, who hesitat
ingly take it and are hopelessly
bagged.
T ill largest number are
bound to the Rangeley lakes, the A d i
rondack region o f Maine,
“ With rod and line and flies,
To catch the little fishes.”

Some care nothing for this excitingsport, but like the trout after he is
cooked— of this class is the writer.
These are going to visit the “ forest

coggiu, at this point, is on the top o f
the falls, giving all a fine view up and
down the river. On the oposite shore
is Lewiston, the spindle-town o f Maine.
“ Greene” comes next and is very
properly named ; then Leeds, an exten
sive township, at least the number o f
stations bearing its name so indicates.
At North Leeds we obtain the first
near view o f the mountains. The two
stations in Livermore call to mind that
it is the home o f the Washburns. Here
we cross the river again and see the
sparkling water hurrying over L iver
more falls to be at Lewiston bright and
early to assist in turning the immense
water wheels, and then on to meet the
tide at M errymeeting Bay. Jay in
tervales show well grown crops.
A t North Jay are seen loug slabs o f
granite, riven as with a saw, showingno hammer dressing, but as straight
and nearly as thin as a wooden plauk.
T hey are seen at Farmington,used for
curbstones.
A t Wilton we see a large field o f
rye in shocks. A lady leaves the cars,
whose path is across this field ; she
meets a gentleman who greets her
with a kiss, reminding us o f Burns’
song “ coming through the Rye.” Here
we notice the first cedars, in their na
tive woods ; the tree so much used for
timber, shingles, telegraph and fence
posts,and with us as an ornamental tree.
A t 5^ o’clock the train sweeps slowly
over the curved trestle which crosses
the broad intervale at Farmington,
and comes to a stop at the station,
performing the same movement o f a
vessel rounding-to, to anchor, and one
naturally expects to hear the flapping
o f the sails, the splash o f ‘ the anchor,
and the running out o f the chain. A s
this doubling o f the track indicates,
this is the end of the railroad. A t the
station we find the stage coach o f other
days, read}* to stow the baggage for
an eighteen mile ride to Phillips, after
supper. W e are now 93 miles from
Portland, and we conclude to stop over
one day to rest and look over the
town. T o acomplisli this we take the
“ Stoddard House” coach to that com
fortable, home-like inn.
Farmington is the shiretown of
Franklin county, arul is famed for the
beauty o f its-situation and its fine

A fter a day’s stay at the Stoddard
House, kept by Mr. J . B. Marble (who
is by no means a statute, as his name
indicates), we left at 6 o ’clock P. M .,
in Clark & Sons’ stage for Phillips.
The coach is o f the Concord pattern,
roomy and comfortable. When ready
to start there were eight passengers in
side and five on the outside, two o f
whom were ladies from New Jersey,
who rode there from choice. Ellis
gives the word to his spanking black
team and away we go over the smooth
but hilly road. I know o f no pleasant
er public conveyance than the tradi
tional stage coach, with a company
who have become acquainted, a good
team and careful driver. Our route
was up the bank o f the Sandy river on
which Farmington is situated. The
farms along this river are unsurpassed
by any in the interior o f the State, and
the route to Phillips is one o f continu
ally changing beauty. Sandy river is
a tributary o f the Kennebec which it
enters at “ Indian Old P oint,” N orridgewock, the site o f the Indian vil
lage which was destroyed by the colo
nists in 1742. The Rangeley lake re
gion was a part o f their hunting and fish
ing grounds, reached from their homes
by the Sandy river, and Father Rasle,
their Jessuit missionary for forty years,
has undoubtedly often cast his line in
to its clear waters, and read the vesper
service in their birch bark wigwams
at “ Indian rock” in the fishing season.
His hand book o f worship, soiled by
daily use, and containing notes on the
fly leav'es, in his own handwriting, is
now the property o f the Portland Pub
lic Library.
His romantic history
and death at the foot o f the cross,
erected by his own hands in the center
o f the village, has been repeatedly and
varyingly described by numerous writ
ers.
A striking object .in the western
landscape as we go up the Sandy Riv
er valley is “ Mount Blue,” so named
from the tinge o f its deep shadows.
It is about 3000 feet high and is said
•to be the first laud seen in approaching
the coast in clear weather. It is in the
adjoining town o f A von . There are
patches o f fleecy clouds rolling up its
sides with the northwest wind. On
the other hand is a range o f mountains

N o .
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in New Vineyard.
Further on (at
Fairbanks M ills) is a stone post by
the roadside on which is a rude carv
in g o f a decanter and tumbler, with
date o f July 4, 1838. It marks the
spot and is the only epitaph o f a de
parted liquor shop.
M ost o f those
institutions have passed away in
Maine and left no sign, except the blight
they left on the health and estates o f
their customers. W e soon cross the
Sandy River, over the iron bridge of
two arches, and the mountains crowd
the road to the brink o f the river,
which we see rushing below. A n old
willow is pointed out(iu Strong)
where an Indian for many years had
his lone wigwam. So strong was his
attachment to his church and its rites
that alone he carried the body o f his
daughter by land and water, to Canada,
for burial.
W e now approach a suspension
bridge leading to Strong, so named
in honor o f Governor Strong o f Mass
achusetts, who signed the act o f incor
poration in 1801. Our road is not
over the bridge but up the
west
bank. W e find a mail carrier patient
ly waiting in the drizzling rain for the
mail from the outside world. On the
down trip the stage makes a detour o f
half a mile over the bridge to the vil
lage post office and return. The peo
ple o f Strong lost their bridge repeat
edly by freshets, and several years
ago determined to have a permanent
one. The span is 200 feet, with a sin
gle cable on each side, o f about three
inches in diameter, composed o f un
twisted wires bound together every
three feet.
This bridge is high
enough to be safe from any freshet.
The structure is creditable to the pub
lic spirit o f the region, and shows the
energy with which the mountain air
stimulates the people.
W e have now passed the half-way
station and changed horses. A large
lantern is lighted under the driver’s
footboard, which lights the road ahead,
and Ellis puts his fresh team along
with fearful speed, considering the
steep descents, but with his foot on
the powerful brake he proves to us
that he can stop the coach in case o f
accident, in any situation. W e see
his wheels at times go uncomfortably
near the edge o f the precipice, but he
knows the road and his team, and dash
es on with confidence, which he soon
imparts to our company. It was an
exciting ride— none were sleepy or
minded the rain. Passengers declare
that this stage ride is a postive relief
after an all-day’s ride in the cars. A t
about 9 o’clock we arrived at the Bar
den House, Phillips, where we find a
cheerful, open fire, and are soon laid
for a comfortable night’s rest.
This town o f Phillips is named for
another Massachusetts man. W hat
we see of it is composed o f two villages
having two banks, good hotels, and
showing enterprising life. I inquired
what denomination owned a handsome
church, and was told that it was a
“ union” meeting house, and learned
that the doctrine o f rewards and pun
ishments in a future state were set
forth on one Sabbath, and perhaps ou
the next this doctrine was denounced
as a delusion— showing that they are
an easy-going people.
W e imagine that the road beyond
Phillips is not so good, as there
are no seats on the top o f the stage
for passengers. I have a promise from
“ uncle John” Pickens, the driver, o f
a seat at his side, but he has seen the
N ew Jersey ladies and apologizes to
me for taking them up with him—-I
think ou the whole that he is excusa
ble. The same company of yesterday
are again seated for a ride o f twenty
miles to Rangeley village. W e have
left the telegraph and must now de
pend on a daily mail for communica
tion with the world without.
The
first stopping place is Madrid. Ou
this route the stage waits at the post
office for the mail to be newly made
up, and we see the usual gathering at
country offices waiting for the news.
A fter toiling up a hill o f several miles,
the driver draws up to rest his horses,
and to give us a view o f the moun
tains, the highest o f which is Mount
Abraham, at the north, wooded to its
S u m m it.

[Concluded Next W eek.]

A
moaning cry, as tlie world rolls by
Through gloom of clouds and glory of sky,
Rings in my ears forever;
And I know not what it profits a man
T o plough and sow, to study and plan,
And reap the harvest never.
“ Abide in truth, abide,”
Spake a low voice at my side,
“ Abide thou and endeavor.”

And even though, after care and toil,
I should see my hopes from a kindly soil,
Though late yet blossoming ever,
Perchance the prize were not worth the pain,
Perchance the fretting and wasting of brain,
Wins its true guerdon never.
“ Abide in truth, abide,”
The tender voice replied,
“ Abide thou and endeavor.”

Strive, endeavor; it profits more
To fight and fall than on Time’s dull Bhore
To sit an idler ever;
For to him who bares his arm to the strife,
Firm at his post in the battle of life,
The victory faileth never.
j
Therefore in faith abide,”
The earnest voice still oried,
“ Abide thou and endeavor.”

THAT GATE.
“ Confound that g a te !” said Sam
Blackman, as he pushed and pounded at
the dooryard gate, one bitter November
night.
The gate was like the kid of old nur
sery rhymes it “ wouldn’t g o ;” and no
beating would make it. At last Sam
flung his whole weight on the upper
bar, and with a wrench, and a squeak,
and a thud, it flew backwards, and Sam
with it.
His wife heard the noise, and came to
the “ keepin’-room ” door with the lamp
just as he had picked himself up.
“ Confound that gate, I say !” he ut
tered, with deep emphasis.
“ Well, why don’t ye fix it ?” dryly
remarked his "better half,
“ I ’m goin’ to to-morrer, sure’s yer
born, Semanthy 1”
“ Hm !” sarcastically growled Mrs.
Blackman. She had heard Sam say that
before; in fact, one might almost state
she had never heard him say anything
else; for Sam never did anything to-day
that could be put off till to-morrow.
“ To-morrer ” arrived the next day, as
usual, but Sam had the barn to mend.
This had been put off since early spring,
and would not have been done now, but
Sam got “ so everlastin ’ cold ” at milk
ing-time.
“ I ’m clean tuckered out,” he said,
when ’Manthy called him in to dinner.
“ That are’s no fool of a job, mother,
you’d better b ’lieve ! I couldn’t ha’ did
it in three days, save’n’ except Jeremy
Dow come along just in the nick, an’
held up them boards while I nailed
them.”
“ I s’pose you haint fixed the gate ?”
suggested “ mother,” while Bhe helped
®ut the “ b ’iled dinner.”

“ Bless ye ! I| haint got the barn no
ways near done yet.
The gate aint
really a work o ’ necessity. It jest jams
a mite, that’s all.”
“ But you said you was a-goin’ to fix
it to-morrer, pa, yesterday,” chimed in
Semantha the younger, who was one of
the irrepressible kind.
“ Well, wbat ef I did ? To-morrer
aint here yit. You’re all-fired smart, aint
ye, little gal ? Guess you think pa’s
ketched, now; but tell me that, how’m
I a-goin’ to do things to-morrer, when
i t aint never here ?”
Semantha was puzzled. Her brains
were nob mathematical; she began to
tammer and stumble over the problem.
“ You eat your vittles 1” sharply in
terposed Mrs. Blackman. “ There aint
no day but to-day, only your pa haint
never found it out.”
Sam ate his dinner in silence. His
wife had summed up all his life and
•character in that brief sentence. But it
did not hurt him. You can’ t preach to
some people. They are impervious to
words. The whip of bitter experience
sometimes drives them into other tracks,
but they are never taught of men.
So the winter went on, and the gate
were not mended, or amended. Deep
snow came, and then Sam set the wicket
wide open, jammed it back with a stone,
and let it snow. There was no garden
to be injured now; “ critters” did not
stray about the roads in these drifts,
and an open gate was delightful to his
soul.
But of our pleasant sins, as the old
dramatist informs us, Heaven often
makes whips to scourge us. When
spring came, and the gate had to be shut,
it stuck worse than ever, if that were
possible.
The winter had been very
cold, and Sam had lounged more than
ever.
Tire corner grocery was warm, and
about its ruddy stove all the like-mind
ed idlers of the village gathered. There
was no want of wit, coarse, it is true, but
still wit, in oertain of these idlers; and
Sam’s sense o f humor was keen.
It was quite another thing from home,
where his wife was busy, and his girls
either at work or at school— this cosey
back store, with its wooden chairs tip
ped back against the wall, its heated at
mosphere, its crackling jokes, its village
gossip, and the spicy breath of nutmeg
and lemon, mixed with more pungent
aromas of rum, gin and whiskey.
Sam learned to touch, to "taste, to
handle, the abominable thing, while
cold weather gave him an excuse. When
spring came, with soft, damp evenings,
and breaths of springing grass an d open
ing buds, he had got beyond nt'eding
any excuse. He meant every d a j to
M «p drinking “ to-morrow;” but as we

all know, to-morrow never came to him,
and he never stopped. Indeed, be grew
worse.
His wife could not help knowing that
he had begun to drink, for eggs, butter,
pork, potatoes, all went to the store, and
very little came back in their place.
One May night she woke up suddenly
to hear somebody pushing and swearing
at “ that gate.”
She had fallen asleep, conscious that
Sam was not at home. It was early,
but the children had been out after
greens, and she had washed. They were
all tired, and nobody was afraid of bur
glars in Scranton, so mother went to
bed.
When she heard the fumbling and
tugging, and angry oaths, she woke up
fully, in a woman’s instinctive way, and
at that instant the clock struck two.
She was on her feet directly, and find
ing herself alone, threw up the window,
and called out—
“ W ho’s there, an’ what ye want?”
The voice was the voice of Sam that
answered her, but the speech was a mix
ture of folly and profanity that demon
strated his condition.
Quickly as she could she got to the
back door and fastened it. Then she
put her head out again, and exhorted
Sam.
“ You no need to come in here, and
you sha’n’t ! The barn’s good enough
for beasts, aud that’s the hull on’t. ”
With which she slammed down the
window, secured it with a handy nail,
and went back into bed, where she lay
awake till she heard Sam at last get the
gate open, stumble up to the door, try
the latch, aud muttering feebly, betake
himself to the barn, after which she
philosophically went to sleep.
The next morning Sam sneaked in to
his breakfast, both ashamed and sulky.
The girls had gone to school when he
appeared. Mother let him eat what he
could before she said a word; then she
“ spoke up,” and like the young bride’s
mother in the delectable ballad of Lord
Bateman,—
“ She never vos heard to epeak so free.”

“ Look a-here, Samwell Blackman, this
has gone as fur as I ’m goin’ to hev it! I
didn’t talk to ye so long’s ye drinkt a
little in the cold weather, for I know ye
real well by this time, and I knowed you
wa’n’t a-goin’ to be oncomfortable, what
ever come on’t, But it’s likely weather
now; you ain’t sufferin’ and there’s lots
to do in the garden. So I give ye warn
in’ that, if you git drunk the way ye was
last night any more, you won’t git into
this house agin, nor you won’t git no
vittles handed out o’ winder ef you
starve, and that’s the hull on’t !”
“ Confound that gate!” muttered Sam,
not inaudibly, as he turned towards the
door.
“ Well, if you’d ha’ fixed it ‘ to-morrer,’
as you kep’ sayin’ the gate wouldn’t hev
told no tales. For oncet in my life, I ’m
glad you put off suthin. ”
In his secret heart, Sam resolved to
make that gate right directly. A spy of
this unconscious sort was intolerable.
But the inveterate habit of putting off
things was not cured, and beside, be had
a half-conscious idea that his wife would
prevent any meddling with it if he tried.
Mrs. Blackman’s admonition had done
some good.
Sam knew her to be a
woman of her word, and he knew, more
over, that the washing she took in and
her knack at work were the mainstay of
the family. If she cut him adrift, what
would he do ? So he was careful not to
get very drunk again.
But that gate had not yet done all its
mischief for the Blackmans.
Katy left off school this spring, and
went to the academy to “ finish off,” as
her mother expressed it; for Katy was
destined—or intended—to keep school.
Katy was very pretty now.
Her
sweet, bright face and "intelligent ex pression, the neatness of her simple
dress, and the soft dark eyes that looked
out from under her shady hat, caught
the eye and fancy of many a passer on
the other side, as she sped to and from
the academy with her bundle of books.
Katy was attractive, even in calico,
and nobody found her more so than Jabez Crane, the carpenter, who had come
to the village lately, opened a shop near
the academy, and being a good work
man as well as a good fellow, soon had
all the business of the neighborhood. It
was a lovely afternoon in June when
Mother Blackman first began to think it
possible that Katy was really grown up,
and an object of "attraction. This time
it was the gate again.
W hy it should have stuck that day so
much worse than usual was perhaps
owing to a thunder storm which had
just rolled away to the eastward.
Katy ordinarily found no trouble in
coaxing the gate to open, but this time
patience amttact were in vain. A youth
had overtaken her as she stood trying
to open the wicket, like sweet Mercy of
old, and now, with smiling salutation,
put a pair of strong hands on the re
fractory portal and shoved it open.
“ Thank you,” said Katy, blushing
like the old-fashioned red rose beside
her; for she recognized a pair of admir
ing eyes she had often noticed before.
“ You’re very welcome,” said Jabez,
and went on, “ I should like to open it
for myself some evening, if you’re
willin.’ ”
“ I guess you can, if you try,” said
Katy, half in earnest, half in fun.
And all this colloquy— brief, but
meaning— Mrs. Blackman overheard
from her bedroom window, by which
open casement she had sat down for a
moment’s rest after her day’s work.
Poor woman ! Her heart stood still
as she listened. Katy was her idol; for
even rough, hard-working women can
have idols, and worship them as eagerly
and selfishly as their better bred and
born sisters. A tear trickled from the
corner of her eyes. It went no further.
She could not afford to indulge in tears.
“ Confound that gate I” was all she
said, repeating unoonsciously her hus
band’s anathema; for the gate stood in

her thought for the bitter facts it had
been the means of exposing.
But Mother Blackman was judicious.
She said nothing at all to Katy. Breath
ing upon a spark will often kindle it to
fire, and she knew it.
For many weeks she craftily managed
to call Katy in and send her to bed
whenever that gate squeaked after dark;
being quite unaware how often Jabez
met the girl;—no longer shy, though
always blushing—on her way to school;
how he carried that heavy algebra and
ponderous treatise on logic even to the
academy door !
“ You are never at home, Katy, when
I come to see you,” Jabez said one day.
Katy laughed a little, and colored a
great deal.
“ Yes, I am; but mother always calls
me in aud sends me up stairs when the
gate squeaks. ”
“ O bo 1” said Jabez.
That night a splendid August moon
beheld Katy, I am very sorry to say,
sitting quietly on the steps of the neveropened front door, breathing in the
soft sultry air, while her mother dozed
in the old rocker bv the back door, the
usual port of entrance. There was also
a young man, who was carefully drop
ping oil into the hinges of that gate.
Then he lifted it up and out, setting it
upright against the fence till such time
as he chose to replace it. After that he
quietly sat down by Katy on the step.
When poor Mother Blackman awoke,
the nignt was far spent.
Katy had
gone to bed, and Sam slumbered the
sleep of the laboring man, having come
back from the store a few minutes after
Jabez Crane had dropped the gate back
into its hinges and had walked off.
The gate opened easily, Sam thought,
but in his delight; at finding his wife
tongue-tied with sleep, he slipped
silently into the bedroom ; and when
mother awoke there was nobody to
blame but herself.
I am sorry to be obliged to record
that that gate came off its hinges a
good many nights unknown to her ; and
by fall, when Kate’s term at the acade
my was finished, instead of applying at
once for the school at Scranton Corners,
she informed mother with great trepi
dation, that she had concluded to keep
a private school for life, and the solitary
scholar was to be Jabez Crane !
“ Sakes alive 1” said the astounded
woman. “ I should like to know where
in all natur’ you’ye" kep’ company with
that feller !”
“ Out on the steps,” said the trem
bling Katy.
“ An’ me keepin’ such a harkin’ to
that gate ! I don’t see it noways. ”
“ Oh, he iled the gate, and took it off
before he came in 1”
Mother glared at Katy and then at
the gate, then throwing her apron over
her head, retreated into the bedroom,
and slammed the door behind her.
Katy never knew what an hour of pain
and disappointment wrung her poor
rough mother’s heart then and there.
Nevertheless*, sh<4'-2jpd Jabez stepped
into the minister’s on Thanksgiving
morning, were married, and went to
housekeeping in two rooms over the
carpenter’s shop.
Katy certainly was not to blame for
marrying the man she liked; but who
will say that her wrong in deceiving her
mother was dutiful and right ?
But a sad catastrophe happened. Sam
thought it only right to celebrate the
first wedding in the family by a carouse
at the corner grocery. His wife sat up
for him this time. She could not sleep,’
for it had been anything but a Thanks
giving day to her, and she felt addition
ally bitter to think" Sam should trans
gress.
The first storm of the season had set
in at noon, sleet and snow together,
then rain. Then the wind chopped
round, and about eight o ’clock every
thing was a glare of ice, rain freezing as
it fell.
Towards one o’clock, Sam plashed
through the mud and ice, up to that
gate. Of course it stuck, even more
than usual. His wife heard him, aud
with an unusual softening of heart, re
solved to let him into the house, the
weather was so very bad.
How glad she was of it a momeut after!
for Sam got desperate, flung his whole
weight on it as once before, and as the
gate opened, his feet flew from under
him on the wet ice, where the pickets
had dripped and the water frozen for
hours. His head struck the brick wall,
and his skull was fatally fractured.
’Manthy was roused to help her moth
er, but the neighbors had to be called in
before the dying man could be brought
on to his bed. Before daybreak, all was
over.
How much his wife—or anybody else
—mourned Sam Blackman, let us not in
quire. Perhaps a wife always keeps
some lingering tenderness laid away, like
grave-clothes for a funeral occasion. But
if this wife had any, her only expres
sion of it was to say to Jabez Crane, as
they all came back after the funeral and
gathered round the kitchen fire,—
“ I wish’t you’d do somethin’ for me
right off. I want ye should take that
are gate right inter the wood-shed and
chop it up for kindlin’s. It’s nothing
but a noosance, and I want it out o ’ the
way, and that’s the hull on’t!”
It is reported that^while Jabez was
trying to split -the poor hemlock boards,
he also was heard to say, “ Confound
that gate !” — Youth's Companion.

It is written in a fine female hand.
It’s a poem, and asks: “ What was the
dream of your life ?”
It was signed
“ E lfrida.” W e haven’t room for the
poem, but just to quiet Elfrida we will
answer her conundrum. The dream of
our life has been to be rich enough to
put on a clean shirt every day, and to
have two suits of clothes, with a pair of
suspenders to each pair of pants. But
it has uever been realized, Elfrida.
Castles in the air.—K eokuk Constitu
tion.
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Items of Interest.
How to get ahead—Steal into a cab
bage-patch.
The hind legs of frogs make very good
spring food.
“ I ’ve just dropped in ,” as the fly
said to the coffee.
The first stirring want of the day is
getting out of bed.
Melted snow produces about oneeighth of its bulk of water.
There are eight newspapers in Arizona
—two dailies and six weeklies.
Speaking of rude remarks, any remark
is rued that gets you into trouble.
Scales that will weigh a grain of dust
are used in the Philadelphia Mint.
Hoedel’s was the first execution that
had taken place at Berlin since 1866.
The girl with “ speaking e y es” has
the advantage of the girl with a luminous
mouth.”
What a lot of hat stores there are in
this city kept by one P rice.— N. Y.
Mail.
During 1877, 90,509,149 pounds of
sugar were used by brewers in Great
Britain.
Many a man bears his own faults
patiently, and those of his neighbor im
patiently.

How the London ' ‘ T im es” is C onducted—
Methods o f n (Jrsat N ew spa per.

A correspondent of the Philadelphia
Tim es writes as follows from L on d on :
B efore I left Paris the Tim es corres
pondent in the East, an American by
the by, gave me a strong letter to the
managing editor, Mr. MacDonald. The
day before I left London I went to
Printing House Square— which is not a
square—and without difficulty found
the porter, ^ h o barred the ascent of the
stairs. I handed him my card and the
letter, and in a few minutes he came
down with a polite invitation to walk
up. I was bowed into a pleasant room,
where sat a canny-looking Scotchman,
who received me with great civility.
After exchanging a few words he re
marked: “ Y ou would like to look
through the office ?” aud I answered:
“ Yes.” He then said: “ Come right
along,” and he left his business and
conducted me in person, instead of turn
ing me over to a subordinate, as is too
often the case. It is an immense estab
lishment— without its equal as a news
paper office. I cannot pretend to give
in detail the different parts I was shown,
but can only mention its leading fea
tures. It employs over three hundred
material men, as they arfe called, which
includes compositors, i^ressmen and all
Before the “ o ” let there appear
others who labor in any way with th e
Twice twenty-five and five in rear;
hands.
One-fifth of eight subjoin, and then
There are a large dining-room and
You’ll find what ’tin that couquers men.
restaurant in the building, where all the
—Love.
Nothing is so wholesome, nothing men get their meals who wish at cost,
does so much for people’s looks, as a lit except a trifle above, which* goes into a
tle interchange of the small coin of sick fund for the benefit of the em
ployees. In the basement is a large
benevolence.
machine shop, where I saw at least
Thirteen ladies have received the twenty hands at work and where a large
decoration of the Red Cross, recently number of the W alter printing machines
established by the Emperor of Russia in
has been built, beside those employed
honor of services given to the sick and
in the office. In the press room are
wounded in the Russian army.
eight of these machines in daily use,
Stars twinkle on account of their light each one printing twelve thousand five
reaching ns through variously heated hundred newspapers in an hour, in all
and moving currents of air.
Hence one hundred thousand in every sixty
much twinkling of the stars foretells minutes they are in motion. In the
bad weather, because it denotes that paper room was a considerable store of
there are various aerial currents of dif paper in reels, weighing eight hundred
ferent temperatures and densities, pro pounds each, and forty of these reels are
ducing atmospheric disturbance.
used in every issue of the Times. T hey
“ I know where there is another arm go to press about one1A. sr. and get off
just as pretty as this one,” said a young before three, and I was told by Mr.
Oil Citizen to his sweetheart, as he MacDonald that within twenty minutes
pinched her fair arm yesterday evening. after the last form is locked up the mat
The storm that quickly gathered upon ter has been stereotyped and six presses
the lady’s brow as quickly passed away are running. I was shown into a room
when the young man pinched her other where are the wires connecting with all
arm and said, “ It is this one, dear.” — parts of the continent, and within arm’s
Oel City D errick
reach stands a type-setting machine,
The great silver ledge on the south managed by two boys, to which the tele
side of the Santa Anna Mountains, in graph Blips are passed. They can set
Los Angelos county, California, is said up and correct in an evening as much as
to be a bonanza of great extent and rich six columns of matter, which is sent
ness. It is six feet thick of solid ore, down through a pneumatic tube, b y
remarkably uniform, and assaying from which channel all the matter reaches the
§100 to $300 per ton. It is right along stone. In another room are two sets of
side of one of the finest agricultural wires running to Parliament, from which
full dispatches are received while the
regions in the world.
two houses are in session. In a room
The art of gardening was first prac connected with the machine shop are
ticed in the*East* and the ancient Greeks j two type-making mjychines, which are
appear to have received the fruit, along kept constantly at work, and Mr. M»>cD.
with the knowledge of grafting to im told me he had found it cheaper to make
prove and vary it, from Media. They type than to distribute it. The busiagain transmitted their skill to the 1ness room is on the first floor, and then
Romans, who carried the cultivation of there is an “ inquiry room ,” where in
the apple so far as to possess no less formation is furnished to those outside
than twenty-nine varieties, when Pliny who have the right to ask it; several
wrote.
rooms that are devoted to the advertis
He was an entire stranger to the girls ing department, and others for the
present, and the boys were mean and staff, which is large. The establish
would not introduce him. He finally ment is complete in all its parts, and the
plucked up courage, and stepping tip to employees find beneath the Times roof
a young lady, requested the pleasure of every necessary comfort and convenience
her company for the next dance. She to be had in a good hotel. The new
looked at him in surprise, aud informed building is not quite com pleted.
I
him that she had not the pleasure of his found, as Scotchmen say, that Mr. Mac
acquaintance. “ W ell,” remarked the Donald’s head is screwed on the right
youug man, “ you don't take any more way, and in manners he is warm and
chances than I d o.”
genial.
A full font of Japanese type comprises
60,000 characters, aud when n composi
Sharks Among the White fish.
tor gets twenty-five or thirty wrong let
W hile a largo seine was being hauled
ters in a word, and tike proof-reader ashore at East Haven, Conn., a violentoverlooks them, they are scarcely ever commotion was noticed among the heads
noticed by the reader. The printer’s and tails of the thousand whitefish
case is distributed all around a bp* which were struggling in the m oving
room, and when he is at work, running net. As the net came on the sand
from one box to another, he looks like beach it was found that the sharks were
an American base-ball player making
gorging themselves on the whitefish,
home run.—N orristow n Herald.
and when they saw the condition they
“ Stop that car !” cried old Mr. Nosen- were in they lashed the water with their
gale, chasing a flying ear up Division tails, and whirled themselves around irt;
street, the car fresh as a daisy and Mr. the foam which their movements had
Nosengale badly blown, and the distance made. A reporter of the New Haven
pole not a minute away. “ Stop that Journal describes the scene. One o f
c a r l” he shouted to a distant but fleet- the men present stepped out, he says*
limbed boy.
“ Certainly,” shrieked among the thousands of flapping w hiteback the obliging to y , “ what shall I fish, ax in hand, and dealt two of the
stop it w ith ?” “ Tell it to hold on ,” largest sharks a powerful blow. But it
shouted the abandoned passenger. only stunned them a little. W ith a
“ Hold ou to w hat?” yelled the boy. large heavy iron hook in his hand, hav
“ Make it wait for me !’ ’ puffed Mr. ing a rope attached, he then struck the
Nosengale.
“ Y ou ’ve got too much hook into the nearest shark, and with a
weight now," said the boy, “ that’s wbat dozen mek at the rope pulled him out
is the trouble with you .” “ Call the on to the dry sand. The same opera
driver 1” gasped the perspiring citizen, tion was tried on other sharks, until five
and as the car rounded the corner and of them were making the sand fly, and
passed ont of sight, the mocking echoes snapping their saw teeth in a most
of the obliging answer came floating savage way. A bean pole inserted in
cheerily back, “ All r ig h t! what shall I the month of one of them was held as if
in a vise, and pieces of board were bit
call him ?” — B urlington H aw key e.
ten in two. The largest of the five was
Some time ago ah Indian burial- eight feet long, the next seven feet, and
ground was discovered on the Genesee the third six feet. As soon as some o f
River, seven miles from Belfast, near
the sharks found themselves on land
the former site of the old Indiali council they discharged from their capacious
house of the Six Nations. Within these jaws a shower of whitefish. One of the
graves were placed, at the time of burial,
smaller ones had his head bitten com 
brass kettles six inches in diameter,
pletely off when inserted in the open
coarse cloth, pieces of buckskin, beads jaws of the one eight feet long.
and paint, probably vermillion, gold
and copper rings, some with stone setA Man of Business.
tings, halves of bells similar to sleighbells, pieces of hollow brass, each of
A correspondent of the Natal M ercu ry
which contained a thong of buckskin, a writes from Mount Frere: I have had
bracelet of blue beads with a triangular some conversation with Makaulay, chief
pendant of agate - -done pipe with a of the Bacas, a fat, jollv-looking man,
stem three-fourths oi an inch in thick on the subject of the Griqua contest.
ness, and iron knives badly rusted. Air. Among the statements he made me was
Letckworth is having a collection of this: “ Blyth told me to go and look
those Indian relics made, to be deposited for Smith Pomrner, find him, and bring
in the museum upon Glen Irish, and Smith Pommer to him. I went, looked
which will contain whatever is historic for Smith Pom m er; I found him, and
and pertains to the Indian domain of brought him toKokstad, and I put him
the once powerful Six Nations. — Utica down at B lytli’s feet, and Baid: ‘ T here’s
{N . Y.) Herald.
Smith Pommer. ’ ”
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of keeping you in countenance; but now danger with you ? All the orders in
EDISON AND AIR-SHIPS.
Fall Fashions.
I say yes ! There is something original the world shan’t drive me from you !”
F all W raps. — The earliest importaabout you; it may be only a spark, a
He turned toward her with sudden The G reat Inventor Interview ed In the West
tions of fall wraps show sacques or coats
glimmer; but, whatever it is, I will de animation, seizing her hand, looked
—Balloons and Rattlesnakes.
for plain garments for general wear, and
earnestly in her face, aud said: “ My
All the girls who were leaving school velop it.”
While
ou
his
recent
Western
trip
mantles for dressy wraps. The new
“ You leave my individuality out of little darling, I really believe that you
^carried with them anticipations of a gay
Edison
was
interviewed
in
St.
Louis
loosely woven cloths called coatings,
love me as I do you !”
winter, a round of parties, balls, and account, I think ?”
with
the
following
result:
containing several colors blended into
“ Not in the least. I count on it for my
Aud from that moment he mended,
operas. Not so with Madeline DeThe talk drifted about from one topic
spite of doctors’ physic; and the sombre to another while the wires were being one, will bo made into cut-away coats for
launey. The dying will of her father amusement.”
early fall weather, and very simply
“ Amusement? W e share the same old house is gay enough under the blithe
made her aunt’s house her home, for the
arranged for the telephone experiment,
years between eighteen and twenty-one; blood, Mr. Chathard. I think you should supervision of the young mistress, Mrs. and the opportunity was afforded to in trimmed. India cashmere and camel’s
hair cloths will be chosen for mantles;
and if Madeline had been unwilling to know something of the will which is Frederic Chathard, or Madeline.
terview Mr. Edison on a subject of in black, steel gray, and dark blue will be
I doubt if I
eonfply, she would still have gone, so among our heirlooms.
terest. He was asked if he was not the colors used. The trimmings v ill be
great was her respect for her father’s shall choose to serve even a Chathard as
seeking something quite different from marabout passementeries as fluffv as
amusement.”
memory.
anything he had thus far discovered and feathers, yet made o f , silk, and some
Purifying
Water.
“
You
will
have
no
choice.
Yon
will
go
Mrs. Chathard was an invalid, and her
announced to the world. “ Are you times brightened by beads or ornamented
family consisted only of her son— a man to church with me to-morrow. Y ou will
Different waters, like different dis not, Mr. Edison,” was the question, with tiny pendent drops, balls, and but
over thirty, and said to be eccentric— see and be seen of all the magnates. They eases, require different treatment to “ really endeavoring to develop power
tons. These will form the headings for
and the only family servants. Decided will forthwith call upon you; you will go purify them ; and all waters, no matter from electricity, to solve the problem
pleated laces and for the new flambeau
ly, not a very brilliant prospect for to make a round of dreary visits: you will how impure they may be, can be made which is puzzling the inventors of air
fringes of crimped tapes twisted in
go to solemn tea drinkings; you will talk quite pure for drinking or other do
Madeline.
ships, that is to give what will furnish spiral shapes, like so many small cork
to
Captain
Fanway
and
Sir
Peter
FarIt was a sullen autumn day when Mad
mestic purposes without distillation, the power of a steam engine without its screws.
eline rode for the first time up the avenue quhar, the two eligibles of the parish; providing the proper materials be used, weight ?"
Merchants differ about the use o f
and
when
you
have
talked
over
the
leading to her aunt’s house.
She
and sufficient time allowed the reagents
Mr. Edison hesitated a moment, and beads. They all think fine jet will be
saw a gray sky, flying clouds, and a weather, you will begin to fidgit, and to a c t ; but in many samples of water I then said, “ Yes, I ’m working on such a worn again, but more carefully thau of
white beach, on which the sea beat wish yourself home with me. Even a have found distillation to be the quickest machine now. ”
late, but they differ about retaining the
heavily in, and standing in the midst bear like me will prove more endurable and cheapest mode of purifying them.
‘ ‘ Do you think aerial navigation one rainbow and garnet beads. Very hand
of a cluster of pines, was a low, massive than those unmitigated young men. All filters in use that I am aware of only of the practicable things ?”
some inlaid buttons are being imported
building, that might have been a prison, You will talk with me and, in the nature purify the water from solid impurities
“ Yes, I think they’ll get it. The in in colors to match costumes. Very
You mechanically suspended in the water.
and possibly was a house. No one came of things, you will amuse me.
vention of the Connecticut man recently small jet buttons will be sold by the
to the door to welcome her. Mrs. Catli- cannot help yourself.”
The following is a description of a filter exhibited in New York is a successful gross for trimming a single dress of
“
I
have
other
resources,”
answered
that I have often used, which purifies air ship as far as it goes. Without a black silk or of wool.
ard was in the library, and begged that
Madeline would come to her there. She Madeline, loftily. “ I have arranged a foul water from organic impurities held wind to interfere with him he can rise
F all Shawls . — Heavy square shawls
dramatic
course
of
study.
”
in solution as well as from suspended in the air and direct his vessel easily.”
found her lying on the sofa, busy with
for early fall use have the smooth center
Mr. Chathard laughed.
solids. Take any suitable vessel with a
some sort of knitting— a sallow, delicate,
“ But he lacks the power to face a of black, brown or gray, with a broad
“ Try it, my dear cousin, by all means. perforated false bottom, and cover it breeze, and so make his invention valu
fretful woman.
*
bourette or other rough figured border
“ N o,” she said, shrinking back, as It is the most enchanting thing in the with a layer of animal charcoal ; on the able.”
in which appear the gay colors of India
Try it, I say top of that spread a layer of iron filings,
Madeline showed a disposition to kiss world—in prospect.
“ Yes, but he had a good deal of cashmeres. Others are all of one color,
again;
and
remember,
I
shall
be
very
borings
or
turnings,
the
finer
the
better,
her; “ no one but Frederic has kissed
power, after all. A man is a pretty and are finished with handsomely plaited
me for years. Don’t commence. I am happy to aid you if any difficulty occurs mixed with charcoal duet; on the top of powerful machine, you know. ”
fringe, and on some the deep fringe is
—
which,
though,
it
is
to
be
presumed,
the filings place a layer of fine clean
a creature of habit; I don’t like to be
“ Have you an idea that electricity bright Scotch plaid colors. The re
siliceous sand, and vou will have a will yet be controlled so as to furnish
disturbed in any of my regular habits. is not possible. ”
versible shawls, different on each side,
With which he took himself off, leav perfect filter.
Allow the foul water to the power required—any amount of
I only came down to-day on your ac
are very thick and warm. Striped
count, and it has quite unnerved me. ing Madeline piqued and curious. She filter slowly through the above filter, power, in fact?”
shawls have richly shaded borders. The
I shall not try it again.
I must have had ample time, however, to recover and you will produce a remarkably pure
“ It doesn’t appear as though power traveling shawls, long, fine and soft, are
perfect repose. Frederic comes to see herself, and proceeded with her studies. drinking water. Before placing the iron to an unlimited extent can be utilized in clan tartans, and are most liked in
me morning and evening; that is as much It was three mortal weeks before he pre filings in the filter they must be well from it. Still, some new discovery may combinations of green and blue.
sented himself again.
When he did washed in a hot solution of soda or change the situation. I believe the
as I can bear. ”
H ints A bout F all D resses. —The
With that, Madeline was waved off to come, it was in a ghostly fashion. She potash, to remove oil or other impuri machine I have far exceeds any attempt
merchants who have leturned from
her room, where indignation supplanted was bending over a book, and looking ties, then rinse them with clean water ; heretofore made in that direction.”
Paris are unanimous on one matter at
a strong desire to cry, and curiosity weary and strangely dissatisfied. He the filiugs should be mixed with an
“ How much power can you com
least; they all speak with enthusiasm of
equal measure of fine charcoal. If the mand ?”
gradually got the better of both.
It gave her a chair near him.
the short walking dress, and of the
“ T a lk !” he said imperatively. “ I water is very foul it must be allowed to
was really, she decided, on looking about
“ Oh, enough to run a pump, or a
filter very slowly.
The deeper the bed windmill, or a sewing machine. It’s a graceful designs in which it will be
her, a pleasant room, with crimson cur am bored.”
brought out this fall. The short skirt is
Madeline’s hot blood leaped up in 6f iron filings is the quicker they will sort of tuning-fork contrivance,”
tains aud furniture, and a deep window
by no means to be confined to the pleat
revolt.
Words
hovered
on
her
lips,
act.
“ What’s that?”
looking out on the sea.
There was a
ed kilt, which will be most used for
The above is a simple, cheap, and
bureau, with a great many little drawers, that, cool as he was, could not but have
“ The power has to be exercised over plaids; this skirt is heavy when made of
and she pleased hersell with arranging placed an effectual barrier between them. very efficient filter, superior to any something shaped like a tuning fork. I winter goods, and consequently many
them mentally.
There was a vase of Something arrested them. A pained other that I know of, and it has the ad can run a sewing machine at the end of ladies Will use instead the round gored
fl vwers that spoke of a conservatory; look was in his eye, anguish about his vantage of being free to every one who one prong of the fork, but I am compell skirt, cut short enough to clear the
she had seen that the library was well mouth, showing dimly through the chooses to make it. I have not taken out ed to have what corresponds to a sham ground. For the waist double-breasted
filled; a pretty piano occupied a recess mask of cynicism. A new impulse pos a patent for it, and I am not aware of machine at the other in order to utilize coats will be worn, fastened by from
sessed her.
any other person having done so ; I the electricity. I lose half the power
in her room.
“ Cousin,” she said, gentle enough. think I am the only person who has this way in running a sewing machine, three to six buttons, and cut away at the
“ I shall pass myself very tolerably,”
top and below the waist line to show a
but it is not so in pumping. I have a vest of different material. Dealers show
thought Madeline, resignedly. “ I won “ W hy should we be at war ? W e are of ever used it.
the
same
blood
;
and
1
think
we
are
The
foulest
ditch
water,
treated
as
double pump, and this obviates the various materials that are designed
der what my cousin is like ?”
Perhaps this last thought had some alike in one thing at least—that we are above, is rendered quite pure and fit for loss.”
especially for vests, such as corduroys,
both
alone.
W
hy
goad
each
other
with
drinking.
I
may
mention
that
I
have
“ What proportion of the power of quaint small-figured brocades, and Ori
influence in her toilet, else why should
she have braided her hair and put on her bitter words ? W ould it not be better to made it a practice during the last twenty- electricity has heretofore been utilized ental stripes. For the house, dress
most becoming dress ? It is hardly to help each other ? I don’t ask nor offer seven years to boil all my drinking by any invention?”
skirts will be longer and wider, with the
“ Only one-tenth. By my new ma fullness forming paniers and bouffant
be supposed that her charms would have any confidence; only could there be a water. It is the safest plan for a man
liking and a friendship between us, let it moving from place to place.
You
can
chine
only
one-tenth
is
lost.
It
has
a
much effect on the quiet parlor-maid
effects. Conservative ladies will be
develop itself. Let us not hinder it. I not always carry a filter and chemicals practical value. ”
who alone was in attendance.
sorry to give up the graceful princesse
am so lonely; and I think if you would about with you, but you can always
“
I
f
aerial
navigation
becomes
a
fixed
Madeline ate her supper with curling
let me, that I should like y o u .”
manage to g et boiled „a t e r ; people fact the revolution occasioned will be dresses, hence they will be more abund
lip and stormy brow.
antly trimmed with drapery in the way
“ I swore once,” he said, “ never to talk about it being vapid and tasteless, great, will it not?”
“ He is a barbarian ! I know I shall trust mankind, still less womankind,
of scarfs and aprons, to give them an
but
I
am
used
to
it,
and
like
it.—
E
n
g

“ Yes; it must change things wonder appearance of fullness. Polonaises of
hate him f” was her kiward comment. again.”
lish M echanic.
fully. ”
“ He must have known that I would be
new design are shown, and there are
“ Unsay the rash oath,” she said eag
The conversation here turned to the basques with over-skirts, and others with
here. He might have been civil. How erly. “ It shuts you from all happiness
recent
trip
to
the
far
West
of
the
party
ever, I shall do very well without him !”
a single skirt trimmed to simulate an
Swimming for Girls.
and goodness.”
of scientists of whom Mr. Edison was a over-skirt. Two materials will be used
And getting a book from the library
“ How dare you ask me. In whom
A
medical
publication
says:
The
pub
member,
and
which
went
out
to
observe
shelves, she sat herself down resolutely
shall I trust?”
lic are continually reminded of the nu the eclipse of the sun. The inventor again in new combinations, and the eco
to read. But, try as she would, her
nomical reader will be glad to know that
“ In me.”
merous contrivances, supports, stays, was much interested in what he saw at
thoughts wandered back to the pleasant
“ A girl—a child, that does not know shoulder-straps, etc., and the various Virginia City and gave a graphic des most of the dresses of last season can be
room where she used to sit with her g ir even the meaning of things about her,
remodelled easily and without great ex
exercises that are best calculated to pre cription of the faro-playing and the ways
friends.reading and talking—so different much less her own heart J”
pense.
vent
round
shoulders,
a
stooping,
awk
of the miners. The party went far out
from this great silent, handsome house.
P ersian B rocades, etc.— Intricately
“ I know one thing; the truth that I ward* gait, contracted chests, and so on the plains in the course of their trav
I am afraid the contrast was not tool feel within me. That never dies, and
blended Persian colors and designs are
favorable, for her pillow was wet with never fails. Only try me, cousin. I forth; but perhaps there is no kind of els, engaging after the eclipse in a hunt brought out in the new brocaded silks
exercise for girk more calculated to at which was full of adventure, especially
tears that pight.
for fall. The colors are very rich and
long to do you good. ”
tain those desirable objects than that of to Edison.
A week passed away. During that
dark for the background, and are bril
“ I believe you do,” he said, much swimming. During the act of swimming
“
There
are
millions
of
antelope
out
time Madeline saw Mrs. Chathard once softened. “ I believe, with all my inno
liantly lighted with pale tints of yellow,
the
head
is
thrown
back,
the
chest
well
there,”
said
he,
“
and
you
can
shoot
—that was all. The rest of the time cent fervor, you do wish it. I will trust
blue and rose. Grenat, which is very
she passed in solitude, till Saturday till I see that you, too, are going to de forward, while the thoracic and respira them if you are only near enough. The dark garnet, is the favorite color for the
tory
muscles
are
in
a
strong
action,
and
clear
air
there
deceives
you
as
to
dis
evening, when the prim old housekeep ceive me. W ill you take the responsi
both the upper and lower extremities tance. W e hadn’t been out long when I ground, and in almost every piece shown
er entered the parlor where Madeline bility ?”
are brought into full play. Indeed, in a saw some antelope, big fellows, and I there are dots, threads, and sometimes
was sitting, work-basket in hand.
Madeline held out her hand, and so
I leaves of the palest shades of blue; there
“ Mr. Frederic is at hom e,” she said, there was no truce between them. health-point of view, females would got down confidently to kill one.
is also a great deal of bronze shading,
often
have
an
advantage
over
the
hadn’t
more
than
raised
my
gun
when
“ and Mrs. Chathard thinks it proper Every night they studied and talked
of old gold, and of prune-color. These
stronger
sex,
as,
owing
to
the
large
one
of
the
plainsmen
stopped
me
with
that I should sit in the room ,” with under the supervision of the prim house
fabrics are to make stately dresses for
amount
of
adipose
tissue
covering
their
the
remark.
‘
Why,
you—fool,
them
which explanation she walked over to keeper; and at last he fell into a Avay of
dinner parties and for the house.
muscles,
and
the
comparative
smallness
antelope
is
two
miles
off!’
And
so
they
the extreme end of the apartment, and taking a morning walk with her in the
The black figured velvets are very ele
The atmosphere had fooled me.
vanished behind the curtains of the bay garden, and riding with her in the after and lightness of their bones, they not were.
gant for carriage costumes and for fu llonly have greater powers of flotation
“
At
another
time
on
the
trip,”
said
window.
dress toilettes. They are really bro
noon. He even went with her to sev
Madeline curled her lip slightly at eral parties, and alway to church; and than men, but, as a rule, can continue Mr. Edison, “ I was standing alone by a cades with the figures raised in velvet
these prudential preparations, and went the neighborhood held up its hands in much longer in the water. They are, big rock near some sage brush, when I pile, while the groundwork is satin.
therefore, naturally qualified to become heard a queer sound which was new to
on with her reading, trying to convince astonishment.
good swimmers; and Mr. Macgregor me— something like castanets. I was There are also colored brocaded velvets
herself that her heart was not beating
Months passed away. Very peaceful, mentions that out of a class of thirty looking around when some of the party all of one shade, and still others have a
fast. She heard a quick, masculine step happy ones they were. But one even
chine ground of beige, blue or old gold,
without in the hall—heard it come in ing he failed to make his appearance. girls, whose instruction commenced late came up, but hadn’t solved the thing while the raised figures are brown, blue
last
season,
twenty-five
were
taught
to
yet,
and
so
told
them
about
the
sounds
the room and advance toward her, but A ll the next day Madeline watched for
swim in six lessons, and six of them won I ’d heard. It seemed to be somewhere or black.
did not raise her eyes till he stood
For wedding dresses are white velvethim, bqt in vain.
prizes. It is to be hoped, therefore, on the ground near me. I ’m a little
directly before her. She had hard work
“ He has gone away,” she thought, that girls will not be debarred from deaf and they gave me some good advice brocades on satin grounds of the richest
to repress her surprise, he was so little with a keen pang, “ and did not tell
qualities. The velvet flowers are of
We
learning this graceful and healthful ac at once. It was a rattlesnake!
like what she bad imagined. Not old—for
deep mossy pile, and suggest white
complishment either through lack of looked around and I saw plenty of them
if he was really thirty, he by no means m e.”
For evening dresses is
One week passed— two—three. Sus baths or of-teachers. Such a practice is afterwards, immense ones, which we moss-roses.
looked his age—not tall, thin and sal pense grew unendurable. She ventured
shot. It was no place for a deaf man to white satin brocaded with a small figure
particularly
called
for
at
the
present
low ; on the contrary, small, though an inquiry of the prime housekeeper.
in colors, such as pink roses, creamday, as a set-off against the growing be wandering about alone. ”
well formed, with an abundance of hair;
colored ostrich plumes, or pale blue
“ Mr. Frederic is not away—he’s ill.” tendency in the “ girls of the period ” to
large blue eyes that should have be
palm leaves.
“ 111! Why was I not told ? I will indulge in those literary and sedentary
longed to a "woman, so evenly arched
Silks for lower skirts of brocaded cos
go to see him at once !”
pursuits
which
are
anything
but
favor
Chicken Cholera.
were the brows, so long the lashes, so
tumes have inch-wide satin stripes of
“ He has the typhus fever, Miss; and able to the development of a healthy
soft, so almost suffering their expres Mrs. Chathard ordered that you should
Chicken cholera is a common disease, self-color, or else of shaded tints to
sion ; clear - cut features ; teeth that on no account be admitted, for fear of physique.
more common in the South than in the match the grounds of the brocades.—
showed white and even through his
North, where it may depopulate the H arper's Bazar.
the infection.”
thick mustache; a gentle, quiet, assured
An Incident of n Flood,
poultry-yard in a few days. The experi
Madeline left the housekeeper with
manner, neither austere nor frownish, out another word, aud went straight to
Jack Anderson, says the Eureka (Nev.) ence, therefore, of Mr. G. O. Brown, of
as Madeline had imagined, but that of a Frederick’s room.
To Clean Cooking Utensils.
She was not very Leader, who was coming up from the Maryland, as given in the Am erican
gentleman and a man of the world,
sure o f 'it s locality, for it was in the mouth of Eureka canon at the time of Farm er, may be useful to others: Im
Musty coffee-pots and tea-pots may be
j
He apologized easily enough for the other wing of the house, a place where the occurrence of the flood, tells of a mediately upon the first evidence, of
apparent incivility. “ Important busi- she had never ventured. She was, how pretty little incident in connection there cholera’s approach—which may be read cleaned and sweetened by putting a good
! ness,” that much-enduring scapegoat, ever, exceedingly doubtful of the pro with. He was riding up the bank, watch ily told by the droopings—the morning quantity of wood ashes into them and
filliug up with cold water. Set on the
j had detained him—he was extremely
priety of going in at all; but if he should ing the debris as it came floating down, feed should be mixed as usual, but to stove to heat gradually till the water
the
water
add
enough
Jamaica
ginger
to
I sorry.
die without her, would propriety con and keeping a sharp lookout for any live
But Madeline, who had no patience sole her ? She went in trembling. He thing that might be struggling in the make the water look bluish or milky, bods. Let it boil a short time, then set
aside to cool, when the inside should be
with his lame excuse, interrupted him was alone and awake.
He turned to torrent, when he observed a bird cage and then scald meal as usual. This will faithfully washed aud scrubbed in hot
sharply:
come sailing along, floating on the sur immediately check the disease. Pulver soap suds, using a small brush that
wards her, hollow reproachful eyes.
“ Pray, spare your regrets; it is quite
“ Are you better ?” was the first ques face of the tumultuous waves, and occu ized alum is also good mixed with the every spot may be reached, than scald
evident that your sorrow is o f the deep
pied by a dainty little canary. Jack feed. A lump of assafeefcida should be two or three times, and wipe till well
est dye. Your countenance bespeaks it.” tion.
“ Yes; but why have you left me alone turned his horse’s head for the plain on kept in the drinking water for a day or dried. It must be a desperate case if the
Mr. Frederic opened his eyes wide so long ? I thought that you cared for which the stream debouched, aud plung two. D o not feed any whole grains to
vessels are not found perfectly sweet and
and sat down. Hitherto he had seemed
ing in, succeeded in reaching the article the birds until you are satisfied they clean if this advice is strictly followed.
m e.”
undecided on the question.
have
fully
recovered.
One
of
the
most
“ I do, I do ! I never knew ! I waited and bringing it ashore. He had hardly
“ So, then, you are really offended, and wondered, and grew sick at heart. reached it, when the feathered prisoner excellent things to keep fowls in health Pots and pans or plates that have been
and show it after a spirited fashion. No one told me, and to-day I asked. I broke forth into a volume of song, seem is feeding with their mixed food pow used for baking and grown rancid may
Good ! I shall have to make my peace. was too proud to do it before. I thought ingly rejoicing over its rescue from a dered charcoal. An ear of corn placed be cleansed in the same way. Put the
It will give us something to talk about.” you had gone away, after the old fashion, watery grave. Jack brought his prize in the oven until the kernels are plates into a pan with wood ashes and
“ Is there really any necessity for without telling me. Then they said I to town, but could hear of no one who charred black they will devour with cold water, and proceed as above stated.
In hot weather see that If no wood ashes can be had, take soda.
! talking at a ll? ” demanded Madeline, musn’t come to you for fear o f the in had lost the pet, aud on his return home avidity.
they have shade, and good, well-venti If cooks would clean their pie-plates and
still more indignantly.
took
the
songster
with
him,
and
swears
baking dishes after this fashion after
I c<A few minutes ago I thought not. fection.”
“ There is danger!
Go away at that the bird shall receive all the care lated houses; observe these instructions, using, they would, keep sweet all the
I intended to have gone through the
and
poultry
diseases
will
be
comparative
and attention that it is possible to be
time.
necessary formalities, and after that, to on ce !”
strangers among your flocks.
“ I will not. W hy should I not share stow upon it.
have sat occasionally with you , by way

MADELINE.

Phillips, Franklin Go,, Me,

our intention, shall be, the “ showing
lip” o f this route to the Lakes and its

the fall term Monday, o f last week.
The Grammar school under the man

facilites for summer travelers ; its vari
ous summer resorts, hotels, and other
accomodations ; but it will be done on
the “ reciprocity” plan, and we hope
those to be benefited by such a course

agement o f Mr. L. M. Perkins, o f
Bates college, with fifty-two scholars

S a t u r d a y , S*5«?i>t* * -1 ,
0. M. MOORE, EDITOR AKD PROPRIETOR.

1 C i r c u l a t i n g S i t e a ir y
P E N N Y R E A D IN G R O O M .
will be found in connection with the P h o n o 
g r a p h office, open Day and Evening, Sundays
excepted. Exchanges, &c., kept on file. A d
mission to Reading Rqpm and Library, a penny
a day—patrons of the paper, free. Books tak
en from the Library at the following advance
rates, one book at a tim e:
By the Year,
$2.00
Six Months, 1.00
'Three Months, .50
One Week,
.
.05
Or one cent per day per book.
A d ep osit o f $1.00 w ill be re q u ire d o f
Strangers, to in su re retu rn o f b o o k .

85?r"Strangers and others, at the Lakes and
in adjoining towns, on deposit of $1, can be
supplied with books by paying transportation
and above rates.
A. J., Portland, Counselor and
B LETHEN,
Atlorncu at Law.
AM, S. L., Strong, Dealer in Dnu/s and
Medicines, Groceries, etc.
B ALK
A. S., Farmington, Boots,
Shoes, etc.
B UTTERFIELD,

Good Cheer.
W e are receiving many good words,
which, to us, are as apples o f gold.
W e publish them for several reasons
— that others may see them, and be
cause we wish them preserved. Our
thanks will be manifested b y our ex
ertions towards producing a good pa
per.
To the Editor o f the Phonograph.
A llow me to congratulate you in
your very successful and pleasing issue
o f the P hillips P honograph . It did
indeed tar exceed my most sanguine
expectations, (though they were very
much heightened by your “ Prospectue.” ) Its size, style, quality, type
and print, are very good, and cannot
fail to please the many, who we hope
and trust will become its constant read
ers. It has already reached and gladend the hearts <*f many o f our absent
friends, as we hope it may continue to
do, to the real profit o f both readers
and publisher. I feel assured that
such an accession to our little village
cannot fail to be both instructive and
profitable to us, and add largely to the
interests o f our already thriving vil
lage. W ith one hearty expression o f
success, I close,'
A s O ne I nterested .
Phillips Sept. 18, 1878.

the schools as starting under very
favorable circumstances, predicting
cessfully. I f our expenses were but profitable terms of school. Scholars
$10 per week, how many subscribers, not residing in the district, will be ad
at $1.50 per year, would it take to mitted on reasonable terms, on applipay our way a year ? Three hundred cation to the agent, Mr. B. T . Parker.

pense of publication, therfore, we must
have advertising to run the paper suc

and forty seven subscribers would give

g p W e made a flying trip to the
lakes, Saturday, stopped at the Oquossoc Hones, Rangeley ; took a ride to
the Mountain View House, (see first
page) a run across the carry to Soule’s
comes from advertising.
cam p, and saw where trout were
The Kennebec Journal published caught ; back to the “ old dam,” and
the official
gubernatorial vote o f took the steamer at the “ V iew ,” after
Maine on M onday, with the exception a glance at the pretty summer resi
o f a few small towns and plantations. dence o f Thodore Page, E sq., (which
we may speak o f again.) and bidding
They foot as follows :
M olly (Chunkamunk?) good-bye, with
W hole number o f votes 125,720
Capt.
Howard at the helm, we sped
Selden Connor (rep) has 56,419
up the lake, with a very stiff breeze at
41,404
J. L . Smith (greenback)
27,872
A lonzo G arcelon(dem )
our back (and a cold in the head),
17
Frederick Robie (rep)
catching a glimpse o f Elephant Moun
Republican plurality 15,015. Con tain, a pop at a locu and ducks, a meal
nor lacks 12,858 votes o f an election. at “ the city,” and home again— cold
Last year the vote o f the State rather, but a ride we shall soon take
stood as follows :
again, and make a much more extend
ed notice thereof.
W hole number o f votes. 102,05#
53,585
Republican
t ^ ’W e have received from Messrs.
43,182
Dem ocratic
H oy t, F ogg & Donliara, Portland, a
5,291
Greenback
copy o f their Maine State Y ear B ook
It will be seen therefore, that the
fur 1878. It is a book which no busi
total vote has increased 23,668. The
ness man should be without, giving,
Republican vote has increased 2,834,
among other things, names o f town,
and the Demodratic vote hdk fallen off
county and State officials, aud busi
19,310.
ness men ; rights and qualifications o f
^ ”M r. G eo. Mansfield, the origi voters ; vote for President and G o v 
nator and builder o f the two foot rail ernor for past years ; population and
road in Massachusetts, is now at valuation o f tow n s; various statis
Greenfield, N . II. M r. Mansfield had tics ; schools, cojjpges, secret orders,
made arrangements to com e and help aud every thing worth know ing, in a
raise subscriptions to build the Sandy plain and concise manner.
us $520.50— 50 cts with which to meet
a few other expenses, as taxes insur
ance, board, help, paper, sweat, ink,
brain, courage, &c. Our only profit

attention to the fact that our paper is
the largest local sheet for the price in
the State, and contains nearly twice
the amount o f reading matter o f any
similar paper. W e shall always try
to give as clear and perfect print as
any can wish.

I f any part o f a single

get the paper into the mails Saturday
morning. W e have made arrange

J^^M r. G eo. T . Jacobs, o f A von,
has brought us a bunch o f oats, raised
b y him, which measure just six feet;
also onions o f the Y ellow D anforth
variety, which girth 12| inches Tall
oats; but along comes A m erica W a l
ton, o f Philliips, with a bundle o f aver
age oats, which measure six feet, six
inches, and David Toothaker with
an ear o f corn as long as your arm.
Bd^Following are Sunday services
at Union Church for next Sabbath,
by Rev. M r. Purrinton : 10 :30 A . M .,
subject, “ Misuse o f Riches,” Luke, 12,
13— 23. 1 P. M . ; subject, “ Secret o f
true success;’ ’ text, Psalms 16, 8.
Evening, at 7 o ’clock, Bible reading;
subject, “ The Holy spirit.” C om e
aud bring your bible with you.
$j|PIu

a. quotation

last

week, we

got somewhat mixed in poltiics, and
wrote “ the gold is but the

guinea’ s

stam p !”
Slightly g. b., thats all.
Didn’t intend to mix Burns with poli
tics. Funny we didn’ t think o f rank,
when things are so rank this fall.
1 5 ^ 0 wing to the telegraph wire be

field o f Farmington, but now insert

deserved honors from the State Fair.

on this page.

’ The State
opened Tuesday.

last week, girths 11^ inches.

''em and call especial attention to the

Fair

at

Portland

A Tour to Rangeley Lakes.

out o f our business D irectory, and are
placed at the head o f the first column

jTp’ A n apple left us by

Mr. R oss,

[Continued from first page.]

F rom our elevated position bears are
often seen on the distant hillsides burow in g. Mount Saddleback is anoth
er im posing mountain, o f a long range
further west. W e have again struck
the Sandy river valley, which the road
follow s to its source in the Sandy rivB
er ponds.
It is yet smooth but hilly.
to wrork, and business, so our traders On each side, sw inging from the trees
say, has already started up. Onr and bushes, and alm ost within reach
from the coa ch , are quantities o f cle 
mill and shop men and merchants are
matis, and with the w ild grape vines
all bu sy. . . .M r. Fuller Smith is fin fringe the road for miles.
ishing a pretty cottage on the hill side
A fter a change o f horses we come
near his grist mill aud I beleive his to the Sandy R iv er ponds, the source
family intend to occupy it this winter o f that stream, and n ext we see L ong
Pond, the source o f the A n d roscog
. . . . Mr. L. W . T aylor, o f Bates C o l gin. T he sources o f these tw o rivers
lege, has charge o f our Free High are separated by only a few rods.—
School, with a graduate of the N or W hat John Jocelyn w rote o f Black
mal School (M iss Smith) as assistant. Point (S ca rb oro’ ) in 1670, is equally
true o f this region, except perhaps the
They have a full school o f interested
size. He says, “ Trouts there be good
and hard-working pupils, and the term store in every brook, ordinarily two
will no doubt be a success. ...E x t e n  and twenty inches lon g .”
The next stopping place is at G reensive preparations are already being
made tit the balls and grounds o f the vale Plantation, where is located the
Greenvale House, G eorge M . E stey,
Central Franklin Soeiety for the annu
proprietor, aud here we get t lie first
al Cattle &how and F air, next Tues sight o f the waters o f R angeley lake or
day and W edn esd ay. . . . I was glad to Englishman’s pond, as it was fom ersee an article in your first issue, by a ly called. T w o miles further on we
arrived at Rangeley village in time
firm er, on the narrow guage railroad
for dinner, T his is the end o f the
Let all express their minds on this en
stage rout.
H ere is a post office,
terprise, so important to Franklin Co
stores, two hotels, two saw mills— one
Facilities for doing business insure it. driven by steam, which includes sev
Is there a man in North Franklin who eral kinds o f other manufactures. W e
that have our wives with us look for a
•doubts the wisdom o f investing $90,
pleasant locality aud good com pany,
000"to secure a Rail Road up this val for a base from which to make excur
ley when we see men every day sions. T h is village was entirely despending $1000, or more fo j a new stroyd by fire tw o years ago, conse
barn on their farm ? Think o f it, for quently all the buildings have a new
look .
time is flying, and let us be ready to
R angelejr lake is 1511 feet above
express our conviction withs our stock tide water. O f course our first excur
subscription.
sion was to Indian rock. Capt. H ow 
ard’s little steamer leaves the village
UpM ). II. Toothaker has shown us
landing usually at 2 o ’ clock , but ours
a potatoe, picked from his field, with was a morning trip.
She runs to the
several holes dug into one end, in one M ountain V iew House at the foot o f
o f which were three full grown potato the lake, a distance o f about ten m iles,
in an hour and a half. T his craft is
bugs. Y et he does not intend furnish
a smart little propeller with an aw n
ing his patrons with a new article, iu ing ; her captain is a gentleman aud
the shape o f potatoes and meat. W e
well fitted for his place. He has a neat
have “ tamed” the bugs, and they are cottage o f his oiyu on the lake shore.
H e supplies the post office at Indian
now on exhibition.
R ock with a daily mail from without,
J ^ ’ E. J. M arch, a fancy goods ped aud all the camps and cottages on the
dler, while at New Portland, last week, shores get their mail matter from there.
T o reach Indian R ock from the boat
stooped to pick up something, and his landing, passengers must walk over a
revolver was discharged in his pocket, “ carry” o f two miles. In crossing
blowing away the rear o f his unmen through the w oods we cam e to a small
tionables, and dislocating the counter clearing now nearly grown over with
trees and bushes, with a low dam, over
o f his shoes. A good shot.
which the noise o f falling water alone
t ^ ’ There was a pleasant reunion o f breaks the stillness o f deep solitude.
Here Squire Rangeley had his mills,
the Hunter fam ily, at Strong, Thurs mill house and potash factory. T he
day, which we were just to late to at fall in millstones, which have long
tend. A pleasant time was had and siuce ceased their grindingl are the
a supper provided beneath the trees o f only monuments left here o f his busi
ness energy. He sawed all the lum
the M cL eary homestead.
ber necessary for the settler’ s buildings
N ext week we shall give our ad — not for the profit, for the demand
was small, but to further the settle
vertising patrons a “ hauling over,”
ment o f his lands.
H e also ground
(i f we can find tim e), and give them their corn and grain at a loss. T here
particular fits, hoping especially to were no oMier mills within 20 miles.
Indian rock itself is a wide
flat
give a good showing for the business
ledge,
important
for
its
situation
and
o f Phillips and surrounding country.
not for its appearance.
Before the
dam
below
was
built,
it
was
several
* 3 P W e would acknowledge receipt
feet above the water. N ow it is used
o f invitation to attend Strong Shew
for the landing place o f the steamer
and Fair, next week. May it be which takes us over the lake below .
Strong in success. “ A chiel may be It was the traditional meeting-place
o f the Indians when they alone fre
amang ye, taking notes.”
quented these waters in the spring fish
J ^ T I o n . W m . P . Frye and lady ing season.
T h ey came to procure
passed through our village on M onday, their summer supply o f trout, which
on their way home from the lakes. they dried in the sm oke of their w ig 
wams. H ere uudoubtedly, on a Sun
W m . needn’ t be ashamed to ask coun
day m orning, Father llosel gathered
sel o f his better half.
his N orridgew ocks to hear his mass,
for confession, for the settlement o f
all disputes, and to consult about
their employment for the week. T hey
came from above and below, aud also
from Cupsuptic lake, which is not
one of the chain, although its broad
outlet comes iu here— it stretches
away northwest at right angles with
Rangeley lake. .N o w trout fishing is
carried on here by a corporation.
Camp Keunebago, on the opposite
shore o f the outlet from the rock , is
the headquarters o f the O quossoc
A nglin g Association. A bout ten years
ago a party o f Philadelphia and N ew
Y ork sportsmen, o f whom Jay Cook
in his best days was a prom inent mem
ber, made annual visits to Rangeley
lake and ponds, and after a few years,
secured by lease and legislation, fish
ing rights, rights ot the soil, and cor
porate rights.
They have here quite
M rs. M ary 11., wife o f Josiah Beedy,
a farm with com fortable buildings.
o f N o. 6, died Thursday night, aged The whole establishment is iu charge
49, years.,
o f M r. G . T . R ichardson, who form 
erly had a small camp and clearin''O P N o more free copies ol the here,-which he had purchased o f a
P honograph to spare.
hermit named Smith.

ing out o f order, we could receive no
K2P*In our electiou returns, we had
dispatches for this week’ s issue,and so the name Fisher for County Attorney.
we publish a continuation o f the “ Tour W e must now put this fisher out on
to the L akes,” running from the first the fiy, while the Fields are yet green.
page. ___________________________
W e have received an original poem,
jg ^ O u r subscribers aud patrons are written by an aged lady of this village,
always welcome to our office, and which we shall be glad to publish in a
reading room , where exchanges are future issue.
kept on file. No charges made to
Parties having well preserve I cop 
such, unless books are taken from the
ies o f our first issue, to spare, can ex
room .
change them for this weeks issue, if
1 3 ^ Crops are unusually good in
they wish,
W eld. Fruit o f all kinds has been
4
Mr. Saw yer, o f Augusta, is in
fully equal to the demaud, and prob
ably more apples than can be wisely this vicinity, presenting an excellent
thing for cleaning and preserving har
disposed o f
EdP’Three busy “ B’s” were crowded nesses.

Balkam o f Strong, and A , S. Butter

week, we

was pleased to see the first number o f

need commendation from us. T he
members o f the school committee,
Messrs. Leavitt,, Hunter and Kelley,
were present at the opening and report

have yet more advertising space to let.

S5P W e see by the Portland papers
that our fellow townsman, M ajor Sew
ard Dill, is liable to bring home many

E T I n our rush o f last

us as follows : I think every one here

the paper, help sustain it. Our sub
scription list will not pay one cent
on a subscriber tor at least two years
— $1.50 per year will not pay the ex

W e would

suggest, in this connection, that .we

ments to get the latest news on Friday
The P hillips P honograph is the by telegraph, which we hope will suit
newest paper in Maine, published to
our readers ju st as well.
day in Franklin county. It is a hand
some quarto, and wants the Sandy
C ^ T h e supporters o f Cyrus W .
River railroad built right away.—
Thomas, o f Farmington, for the Leg
Portland Advertiser.
islature, did themselves credit in throw
W e have received the first number
ing so large a vote and giving such a
of the P honograph , a neat weekly,
majority for that worthy gentleman.
published at Phillips, — Transcript

omitted the advertisements o f S. L

correspondent

at Strong, whites

Let those who are to be benifited by

will make a note o f it.

W e have received the first number copy o f our paper is ever so poorly
o f the P hillips P honograph a new printed as to be iuelligible, we are sure
weekley paper just started at Phillips,
it will be an accident, aud will gladly
Franklin county, published Ity M r. O.
M . M oore,form erly o f this city. It is send a perfect sheet on application.
a very neatly appearing sheet, the
S^pMn our prospectus we announced
first number evinoing talent and being
that onu paper would be issued after
very readable.— Kennebec Journal.
the arrival o f Friday night’ s m a il; but
The first number o f the P hillips as we cannot make arrangements "with
P honograph is received, .and placed
the P . O., it being out o f their hours,
upon exchange with pleasure.
It’s
publisher, O. M. M oore, evidences by we issue Friday afternoon, in order to
this initial number that the Phillipians
are to receive a good local paper,—Rockland,Courier.

ever welcome

(F orw ard M arch)

your paper last week.’* W e hope you
upon the register. M r. Perkins is a will do so some more, and continue till
teacher o f experience, and comes well the P honograph is recognized as an
recomended. The Primary depart indispensable aud permanent institu
ment, Miss Jennie F . Phiuney, of tion. . . . Politics and the electiou are
Phillips, teacher, has forty - eight now past— thanks to the framers o f
scholars to begin with,and is a teacher our state constitution— and our people
too well known in this community to have turned their minds and energies

K ent’ s H il l , Sept, 1 8 ,1 7 8 8 .
River R. R ., some two months ago,
Dear Sir :— Inclosed find $2.00 for
but owing to his over-exertion, in try
which please send me the P honograph ,
one year, and balance to friend H ar ing to introduce and put into opperation a cheaper and more profitable
low.
I received a copy o f your paper last class o f railroads in his native country,
evening, and it carried me Track to the his health became impaired, and for
time wheu I printed (for fun) 500
copies o f the “ Young A m erica,” at several weeks was confined to his bed.
He finally recovered sufficiently to be
Phillips. I am truly glad for the peo
pie o f Phillips, that they are so fortu able to go up into his native hills where
nate as to have a newspaper printed he hoped to fully regain his health. A
in their toitn. M ay ^our anticipa
tions be more than met. is the wish o f letter from him last evening informs
us that since going to N . II., he has
Y ou r’ s truly,
R . W . S.
had a pullback, but is now better, and
W e l d , Sept. 18, 1878.
hopes
soon to be able to come and
Dear S ir.— The first copy of the
*
“ P hillips P iionogrhph ” lies before help complete our enterprise.
me. After careful examination 1 must
I ^ W e have been prompted to call
say am very much pleased with it.

Its tone and compass are far beyond
my expectations. I admire its taste
and spirit o f enterprise.
It cannot
fa il to be, ere long, a welcome guest
throughout the country.
G od bless
you and give you the truest and high
est suebess in j our chosen field o f la, bor.
C. W . P.

Our

jiQP’Our village schools commenced

ne feature o f our paper, it is

Gleanings from the Chronicle.
> Cnpt K. 1. M errill has bcon e n jo y 
ing u short vacation :i^., ltangeley.

©

h ip

C o u n t if

4

8 t « f e ,

David 11. Kuo vlton lias broken ground for
a new house on Orchard St. Farmington.
Ralph, son of Dana GofJ', Esq., o f Auburn,
recently broke bis arm while at play.

North Franklin Show and Fair.
(IBNBRAL BULKS AND REGULATIONS.

S. L. B A L K A M ,

Strong, ““ Maine,

1.—Entries for premiums must be made to
the Secretary by ten o ’clock on the first day
o f the Show, and may be made previous t<>
The full term o f the W cm lell I nstithat day. No article for the Ladies' Fair will
l»e received after six o’clock i>. m . of the first
jute eoinmouced last T u esd a y w eek.
The Maine Pomologtoal exhibition will be da y of tlie Show.
2—All entries must l>o made in the name of
held in Lewiston, the last week in the present
the actual owner, ahd all articles of manufact
The old railroad bridge beyond month.
ure must have been made by the exhibitor,
West Farmington has been rem oved
Patent 3 l<qli<*im“s,
Green Atkinson o f East liuoklleld, while and since the last Show and Fair. Also all
Held crops, fruit, garden vegetables, and honey,
working In the woods on the 2Uth ult., sud must have been raised by the persons who en
and a new one put in its place.
—ALSO—
denly dropped dead of heart disease.
t e r the same. Articles of ladies’ manufact ure
may
be
entred
in
their
own
names.
Surgical & Dental Instruments,
\V. E. Moody, a form er citizen of Portland,
\Vre have received a c o p y o f the
^ No animal or article shall be entered for
first issue ol the Phillips P honograph. and a pomlnent Mason, was lately hurried in tw o premiums at the same Fair, and no
Fine Toilet Soaps, Brushes.
San Francisco with masonic ceremonies.
animal which has previously drawn a pre
mium, shall be entitled to another in the same
It looks well at the start, and we wish
Perfumery,
Fancy and Toilet Articles, Etc.
lion . Lot Morrill arrived at Washington,Sat or a lower grade ; provided that exon and
-------urday, with reports from the Indian commis steers in town teams may be entered as work 17
our brother su ccess.
ing oxen or beef, or matched cattle and steers.
Z $ r i have also on hand a large stock o f Dry
sioner, and will leave for home at once.
4— Applicants for premiums on stock, crops,
At the recent session o f the Coun
Four Sisters o f Charity have left Portland for butter, cheese, fruit and vegetables, must fur Goods, Groceries, Choice Tobaccos and Cigars.
Oldtown, where they are to start a school for nish tlie adjudging committles with full state
ty Commissioners, it w as decided to
ments in writing, as required by law, o f the
the instruction o f the Indians in that locality. kind,
quality, method of raising, etc., o f the
change the r o o f on the County build
Hears are killing sheep at Kingliold, and are animal or article on which they ask a pre
mium. Unless tills rule is strictly complied
very
numerous
throughout
North
Franklin.
ing.
with, no premium will be awarded; or, if
Several have been seen within tiiree miles of awarded by accident, will be withheld.
The exam ination of the affairs ot Phillips village.
5— No person will be allowed to enter for P u b ’ r “ U P -IO H S T O G ,”
premium more than one parcel of butter,
The farm buildings owned and occupied by cheese, or other manufactured article. This
the Franklin C ounty Savings B ank
Phillips, - - Maine.
OrrinL . Jones at Norridgewook, w ere burned not to apply to persons who may enter both
trill be held at the C ourt H ou se on with contents Sunday week Loss about $2,- ball and tub butter.
6— ^The Secetary will furnish each com petitor
Wednesday next, Sept. 25, at 10 ioo. insured $1100. Cause defective chimney. with
S ir :— E nclosed find 8 ................., in
the number o f his article at the time of
entry,
which must be firmly attached to it.
o’clock A . M .
In the Supreme Court at Alfred, Saturday
return for which, send me the P h ono 
Committees are required in all cases not
afternoon, 7th inst., Fred Savage confesed to to7—award
premiums where the animal or
The N ew P ortland Cattle Show the murder o f ltose Vincent, and was sen article is not worthy, though there be no com  graph to the extent of time paid for,
petition ; and no person shall act as com m it as per rates.
tenced
by
Jftdge
Harrows
to
imprisonment
for
will be held at the W est V illage Sat
tee for awarding prizas for which he is in any
life.
way a competitor.
urday, Sept. 21st.
Should that clay
N a m e ......................................................
8— All articles or animals brought for ex
Thomas Carson, aged 75, was instantly killed
hibition must have cards attached showing the
be rainy it will occu r on the first fair by the morning train near Helfast station Mon exhibitor’s
name, and number as entered in
P. O ................................................
day. lie was deaf. The accident is the re the Secretary’s book. Also, there must be
day after Sunday.
sult o f his own carelessness in attempting to similar cards attached to the pen containing
the animal# entered. Cards furnished by the Co. and State.............................................
Society.
The Septem ber T erm o f the Su cross the tract.
9— The judges on all animals entered as
The farm buildings consisting o f house, ell,
preme Judicial C ou rt fo r F ranklin
thoroughbred will require statements o f ped
shed, stable, large barn and hog-house, owned igree, which statements must lie undoubted;
county will com m ence its session on and occupied by Cyrus Pratt in Skowhegan and in examining all animals offered, whether
DEALERS IN
full blood or grades, they will have ragard to
Tuesday next. Ju dge L ibbey o f A u  were totally destroyed by fire with contents the symmetry, early maturity, scale o f points,
Sunday. Lost about $3,5<XJ; partially insured. and peculiar characteristics of the breed, on Drugs, Gent’s Furnish’g Goods,
gusta, presiding.
which they may judge.
Cobb, H olland &Co.’ s Ice houses, six in num
Ready Made Clothing.
10—No persons w ill receive a premium in a
ber,
situated
on
the
Hill
farm
at
powdolnham,
The Fourth A nnuel Show ami fair
town team, unless the name of tlie owner is
—ALSO—
upon
the
yoke.
lints, Caps tfc Furs.
of the Franklin Central A gricultural were totally destroyed Monday week by Are.
11—
Statments
which
committees
receive
Loss about $15,000; probably Insured. They
Society will be held on their grounds contained 3,000 tons o f ice, The Are is suppos must be returned to the Secretary.
12— Animals and manufactred articles must Our custom department is under tiie charge of
be in the place assigned them by ten o ’clock
at Strong 'Tuesday and W ed n esday, ed to be incendiary.
Henry W . True,
on the first day o f the show.
The Maine Universalist Sunday School Con
Sept 24th and 25th. T he secoud day
13.—All manufactured articles must remain who guarantees a perfect fit in all the “ Nobby”
vention opened In Norway, 12th inst. The in the place assigned them untill four o ’ clock
Styles o f the day. A full line of
an address will be delivered b y Frank follow ing officers were elected: President p. m. o f the second day of the show.
WOOLENS A N D TRIMMINGS
Ex-Gov.
P
erham
;
V
ice
President,
Dr.
G.
M,
E. G lover, E sq ., o f N ew Y ork .
Constantly on Hand.
“ IIow do they make letter-paper, Mr. Har
T w itch ell; Seceetary, ltev. H. C. Munson of
No. 1 Beal Block,
Phillips, Maine.
kins?” said his wife. “ With stationery en
M r. Jerem iah W a lk er, o f East W ilton ; Treasurer, Mrs. J. S. Hobbs, o f Au gines,” replied Harkins. Then the whole fam
gusta. An able address was given in the eve
“ FROM STEAM to PA D D LE,”
ily were enveloped in gloom.
Wilton, died Tuesday o f last week, ning, by ltev. T. E. St. John, of Worcester.
A
special
from
New
Orleans
says
that
the
after a long illness, aged 70 years.
The excursionists o f the Maine Press associa
His was the first death in the fam ily | tion arrived at Caribou Friday evening, and crisis lias passed and the end of the epidemic
were publiealy received by the citizens, On is approaching.
o f ten children, fo r sixty-eight y e a r s .1 Saturday the party visited New Sweden and
Brass is more prized in Africa than gold. A Illustrating the route from the Maine Central
Railroad at Farmington, through Strong,
T w o are livin g in Illinois, one in I spent the day examining the progress made ! Chicago drummer would bring $950 by dead
Phillips and Madrid to the
by this nourishing colony. Monday they visited ; weight.
W est V irg in ia, one in Massachusetts, '
! Grand Falls, and returning reached Freder- j The cheapest PHONOGRAPH known—$1.50
aud the rest in M ain e.
I Icton, New Brunswick, Monday evening, and
per year.
Embracing all the chief points o f interest—
j from thence to Bangor Tuesday.
Landscapes, Lakes, Hotels, Steamers.
M rs. L . J . M ay o, o f Salem , met
Monday afternoon a tailor named O’ Don
Published and for sale by H ARRY P. DILL,
iMiillipj-i H otel K i‘s-ister.
Phillips, Me. Send for list.
with an accidc*nt a few evenings nell met a man named Kustok,on Exchange
since, by w alking through a trap door street, Portland, and asked him when he was
DILL’S
SURVEY
of the RANGELY LAKES,
tST“The follow ing is a list o f names regis
going to pay the money he owed him. Kusick
Size iv4x!j4.
into the cellar. Fortunatenly she es replied “ as soon as possible,” when O’ Dou- tered at the two principal hotels, from Sept. Price, in Covers, 75 cts’. |Plain,
50 cts.
1st to 13th:
Address, HARRY P. DILL, Phillips, Me.
caped with but slight injuries. . . .L . , n ell tackled him and the two had a regular
BARDEN HOUSE.
scrimmage on the sidewalk, when O’ Donnell4
J. M ayo has purchased-die stand that who is very powerful, sized Kusick In his arms
A. S. BUTTERFIFLD,E Delano. Boston.
Geo S Esty, “
Dealer in
he occupies o f Capt. W illerson Clark, and carried him up the stairs into a lawyer’s
J M Daley, 44
office.
John Miller, Durham.
and becom e a resident o f Salem .
F H Allen, Boston.
J H Hemington, Boston.
Nathan Gooid, Portland.
M adrid R eform Club met at the
Trunks, Traveling Bags,
James Mooney and wife, New York.
N P Brooks and wife,
school house at M adrid village, the
G P Ridley, Wayne.
Reticules, Umbrellas & Carriage Trim
W F Scammond, Weld.
evening o f the 14th iust., and elected
The whole number o f deaths In the South
mings.
Charles F Smith, Portland.
from yellow fever Is estimated at Afty-Ave
Walter E Davis, Boston.
the follow in g otlicers for the ensuing
Corner
Main
Street
and Broadway,
hundred.
The N orfolk Jubilee Singers.
15
FARMINGTON, ME,
H N Pierce, Farmington.
y e a r: G . L ak in , P residen t; N . F .
The Covell nitro-glyceriue manuf actory, In
F E Butterfield,
44
D D Sewall, Augusta,
Beedy, R ecord in g Secretary ; W . D . Jersey City, exploded Monday evening, and
D. H. T O O TH A K E R ~
Mrs Am os D Smith, Providence, R. I.
tw o men were fatally injured.
Miss A B Smith,
K em pton, C om . o f A rra n g em en ts;
Dealer in
Charles Morris Smith,
Setretary Sherman says that his recent action
C M Smith, Jr.
44
8. B. W in g , Chaplain.
T he R eform in regard to the silver dollars is a change of
W. G. Ellis, Gardiner.
5 Beal Block, Phillips, where
Wm T Morrill, New York.
Club will meet at the school house at m ethod only, and not o f policy.
Thomas B Ridley, New Sharon.
^
G
ood
G oods at L ow Prices
General
Beauregard
has
telegraphed
to
New
A
Chamberlain,
Portland.
the village every Saturday night, for
E Smith and wife, Warren.
Orleans that he will not accept any nomina
2
is the order o f the day.
the purpose o f prom oting the cause o f tion for Treasurer of Louisana, A fusion of
Miss C E Smith,
44
Geo O Allen, Fitchburg, Mass.
temperance.
T h ey cordially invite the Nationals and Republicans were talking
F C Allen,
A L D E N J. BLETHEN,
A E Harris,
44
o f running him as their candidate.
every one to com e and assist their in
[There are about one hundred others which
The bursting o f a dam at W ood ’s cotton mill
efforts. It is the sincere desire o f flooded the town of May’s Landing, New Jer are crowded out, and will appear in our next
PORTLAND,
MAINE.
the club that the cause o f temperance sey, Sunday night, driving the inhabitants to issue.—E d .]
SSF^Prompt attention given to all business
the high ground. Loss &30,000. It rumored
ELMWOOD HOUSE.
might prosper.
sent from Franklin County. Practice in all
that some lives were lost.
the courts of the State, and special attention
D B Vickery & wife, Haverhill, Mass.
given to practice in the United States Courts.
J
Goodrich
&
wife,
4
4
Charles P. Stickney, treasurer of the Man
G P ’A pples !— B oys we ain't about
E V Luce, New Vineyard.
ufacturer's Gass Company, o f Fall River, was
Z M Vaughn,
44
F A. KIM BALL, M.D,
to “ peach” on y ou — it’s hard telling arrested Tuesday morning for embezzling $00,F L Washburn, Boston.
N W Whitney & wife, Boston.
who apples do belong
to
after 000 from the company. He is confined at his
Wm H Fessenden,
“
residence under the charge o f the officers of
James II Lord, Skowhegan.
they leave the treel
But we don’ t the law.
Wm. Blair Lord, New Y ork.
L F Lazelle & wife, Brooklyn.
believe in the old adage that “ stolen
Office in Beale Block,
W Y Ellis, Gardiner.
Orders for silver dollars,dated subsequent to
Daniel M Bonney, Farmington.
fruit is alw ays sw eetest,” because we September 13,were cancelled at the Treasury
H P Cosgwell, Bellows Falls, Yt,
Phillips, Maine.
department Monday, except such as come
W S Badger, Augusta.
have found them awful sour in our day. from.the national bank depository mentioned
Dr. Wilder,
“
C E Carpenter, Pawtucket, R. I.
’ T is no w onder our thoughts run thus, In the circular o f Friday. The amount of
Miss P H Goding, Farmington.
J K Knowlton,
for within reach— and yet we cannot such, orders cancelled to noon was $31,000.
F E Goding,
O F
F I I I I jI iI F S .
G 9.1 tuples, Haverhill, Mass.
Butler captured the Massachusetts Demo
devour them but with our watering
John
A Hussey, Bangor.
c r a t ic Convent ion at AVorchester by taking
B F Morrell, Farmington.
B u sin ess H o u r s :—10 a. m . to 12 m. 1 to 3
eyes— is a sight and scent for a hungry possession of the Hall early in the morning.
p. m.
J F Prescott,
44
Win Doran, Skowhegan.
soul— apple hungry.
Let us name The State Corfventlon is posponed to FanN.
B. B e al , Prest. |J. E. T hompson , Cashier.
G S Page & wife, Stanley, N. J.
euel Hall the twenty-fifth inst. Butler was
Beal Block, Phillips, Me.__________
ltev E II Pearce, New York.
them w hile you taste :
“ Somerset.” nominated with lull state ticket after the
Paul Boodle, Washington, 1). C.
Geo B Whitney & wife, No. Attleboro’, Mass.
I f you desire the paper sent
(this is not the kind which causes straight Democrats left
Z 1’ Hilman, Farmington.
F ii Washburn, W K Batclielder, Mr and Mrs
A Paris letter says that on at least throesmall hoys to cut that figure). “ M oses
regularly and are not alreadyBpston.
fourths of the American machines at the Fessenden,
I)r Wilder and W 8! Badger, Angusta.
W o o d ’' (a beautiful and very fine Paris Exhibition, Is a little piece of brass or
Danl M Bonney and J F Pressed and wife, a Subscriber, be sure and send
flavored variety o f ‘ 'w o o d " ).
“ B ell’ s polished steel, upon which is inscribed the Farmington.
.1 E Stott and wife, Rangeley.in your subscription immedi
word “ Vendue"
-“ sold.” Nowhere else in
E arly” (w ith a blush like the cheeks the great Exhibition are there so many of Mr and Mrs John Ti Davis, Portland,
Daniel Dodd, Malcolm Campbell, Charles G
ately.
o f an early belle).
“ T hom pson” these best and satisfactory testimonials of Rockw ood and wife. Newark, N J.
John P and John W oodbury, Lynn.
approval.
Wm
P
Frye
and
wife,
Lewiston.
(smooth and very agreeable— grow s
F. A . B A W Y E lh
Janet Singleton, Lowell.
Washington specials state that a letter is
Ciias F Bound, New Ycrk.
well on a B ank).
“ W illia m ’s F avor
printed from Collector Haynes, of Browns
%
f j?7” This latter Register is up to date o f 19th.
ite" (so tooth -som e). ' “ Sweet B o w s ” ville, Texas, embodying a propostion from
Commander Kells of the gunboat Rio Bravo,
(ou rs). Honey Sweet” ,(com m on name to bring about the firing upon the said gun
Office in Beal B lo c k ,.
B IR T H S .
in every household). “ Natural Fruit” boat from the Mexican side o f the Rio Grande,
Phillips, Me., Sept. 14,1878.
In Strong, Sept. 20th, to the wife of J. Har
(rare, fruit). “ Sops-of-wine” (Sham - in order to precipitate hostilities between vey
Con ant, a daughter.
.1 . NX. S O U L E ,
M exico and the Unites States.

M edicines!

Chemicals!

Fill Oat and M a il!

E. M . R O B IN SO N ,

FURNITRUE
DEALER IN

Has Constantly On Hand

Coffins and Caskets,
—ALSO—

Coffin and Casket Trimmings,
FOR SALE.

Einbosscd

Picture Frames at Reduced P rices,
Writing Desks, Albums,
Stereoscopic View Holders,
Brackets and Card Baskets.

FRENCH CHAMBER SETS
CHEAP FOR CASH.
Call and see for yourselves. All orders for

Beal & Worthley,

Stereoscopic Views
Rangeley Lakes,

Pictures,

For Ornamental Work.

S ig n

X^siiiitiiijL**

Promptly attended to.
E. M. ROBINSON,
No. 3 Beal Block,
Phillips, Me.

NON RESIDENT TAXES,
In the town o f Phillips, County o f Franklin
for the year 1877:—
The follow ing list o f taxes on real estate of
non-resident owners, In the town o f Phillips,
for the year 1877, in bills committed to M. C.
Kelley, Collector of said town, on the tenth
day of July, 1877, has been returned by him to
me as remaining unpaid on the 8th day o f July,
1878, by ills certificate of that date, and now
remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given
that if the said taxes and interest and charges
are not paid into the treasury o f the said town
within eighteen months from the date o f th e
commitment o f the said bills, so much of the
real estate taxed as will be sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor, including interest and
charges, will, without further notice, be sold
at public auction at the store of W. F. Fuller,
in said town, on the 12th day of February, 1879,
at 3 o’clock, P M.
Owners.
Description.
Val. Tax.
Taylor, Xenophen, Marston Farm, $333 $8 33
( ! rover, W m . Ii..

Moulton, Lucinda,
Chick, Benjamin,
Beedy, Josiah B.,
Bailey, Henry,

34

65

Farm,
100 1 90
Half Berry Lot, 50
95
•Odel Farm,
55 1 05
Shop.standjand, 600 11 40

$22 28
W. F. FULLER, Treasurer of Phillips.
Phillips, Sept., 1878.

10,000 Bushels

Boots,Shoes,Hats,Gaps,Furs, CHOICE ROSE POTATOES,

ATeirs In (ienerul.

DRY GOODS & GROCERIES,

Attorney at Law,

Physician! Surgeon

FOR WHICH

The Highest Shipping Prices
Will be Paid.

Flour, Grain, Salt, Lime, Nails,
Cement, Lead, Paints and
Oils, Groceries, &c.,
As Low as the Lowest.
Jt-lT'Please call and examine my stock before
purchasing elsewhere.

H. W . LOW ELL,
13
Sept 10th, 1878.

$ 5 .0 0

Cash Paying Subscribers
—FOR—

^TH E

lie

who

raised them,

and

kindly

furnished them for our hungry maw.
Our surnam e must now come in.
J^gpOur

church

directory is pub

lished free, so pleaSe send in particu
lars.

X

M A R R IA G E S .

Manufacturer of

IN THE NEXT FOUR WEEKS,

A list o f competitors will be published,with
the number of subscribers obtained by each.
PUBLISHER PHONOG RAPII.

3 3 . T . F Y L Y L K IU F L ,
Phillips, - - Maine.

Watchmaker and Jeweler !
AND DEALER IN

W

a t c l x o s cfc C I o c I l s .
Repairing Fine Watches aspecialty. Over
26 years experience. Watch Oases polished
without extra charge.

Mrs. H. H. Vining*

Dress an d Cloak
C U T T I N G
Phillips,
.
.
.

Marble Top Tables, &c.,

In Temple, Aug. 27th, Lizzie Ella, (laughter
of Julia A. and A. W. Farmer, aged 7 weeks
and 3 days.

il l in e r y and fa n c y goods,

.T a s . M o r r i s o n , J r . ,

Attorney a t

M

Phillips, - -

at the

L o w e s t F * r ic e s ,

At
Main Street,

Maine.

Barden House.

Phillips, Maine.

DEATHS.

,

JC!” Tbe Barden House, Phillips, Me., is too
well known to require comment.
Square
meals, and good, clean and comfortable lodg
ings, for botli man and beast, are always in
readiness, at low prices. Board, from $1 to $2
per day. SAMUEL FARMER, Prop’r, alse pro
prietor o f Stage Route to Rangeley. ‘Private
Teams always in readmes? at moderate prices.

GRAVE STONES, TABLETS,

in Phillips, Sept. 15th, by Rev. 8. Bean, Mr.
Edwin M. and Miss Minnie E. Mitchell, both of
this town.

PHONOGRAPH,

Commencing Monday, Sept. 16th, we will pay
the sum o f $ 3 . 0 0 .

Attorney Counselor at Law,

A Are broke out Tuesday in the Merchants’
bank building, corner of State, Devonshire
ami Exchange streets in Boston, in which is
located the Merchants’ national bank, the
National Exchange bank, and one or two
brokers, lawyers, architects, &c. The Are at
tained such headway when discovered that
t iiree alarms were sounded, The total loss is
estimated at $30,000. The fire extended to the
general express office, Devonshire street,
which was badly damaged, ,

REW ARD!

To the person obtaining the largest number o f

Union Nat l Bank,

P a in ),“ Duchess o f Oldenburg” (a fine
old lady, as M ajor Dill can testify—

West Farmington, Me.

B

.

Law,
Maine.

OSTON CLOTHING HOUSE, Farmington.

A large stock of Men’s, Youths’ and Boys’
Clothing constantly on hand. 4 Knowl
Mrs. M. J. BURNS’,
ton Block.
13
Farmington. Me. I

TIMELY TOPICS.

The famous Viennese surgeon, Baron
Rokitansky, whose death was recently
announced, is declared by a local paper
to have dissected 30,000 corpses.
The Rev. Owen Dorsey, of the P rot
estant Episcopal church, writes that
Indians at Omaha agency are good
farmers, living in frame houses, and
that they raise better wheat than the
whites.
The shrinkage in values since the
panic of 1873 has caused failures in the
United States amounting to $1,050,000,000, aud has reduced by forty per cent,
the money valuation of the aggregate
assets of the country.
An old lady of eighty-one has been
discovered at South Worcester, Ostego
county, New York, who although in
good health and the full possession of
all her faculties, never saw a railroad
car or a steamboat, and never entered a
store but once.

sally practiced in China and by all ranks
and ages.
Children, as soon as they
have sufficient strength aud dexterity to
hold a pipe in their hands, are taught
by their parents to smoke, which be
comes not only a habitual amusement,
but is even commanded by the Emperor
throughout his dominions—it being
considered as a sovereign preservative
against all kinds of contagious diseases.
Each inhabitant in th© United States
pays $2 02^for the support of the public
schools and $1 39 for military purposes.
These two items of expenditure iu other
countries of the world are as follows:
Prussia, 51 cents and $2 29; Austria, 34
cents and $1 39 ; France. 29 cents and
$4 50; Italy 13 cents and $1 57; EngJ
land and Wales, 66 cents and $3 86 ;
Switzerland, 88 cents and $1. A writer
in the Revue Pedagogique (Paris), who
has visited California gives these figures
aud then asks tho question: “ If those
scourges of society, antagonism and
envy, are far from asserting in Califor
nia the force that they have in the States
of Europe, is it no to be attributed in a
great }iart to the effect of her public
schools?”

Mrs. Simon Reiss, notwithstanding
her great age of 105 years, worked in
the harvest field recently at her home
A Terrible Earthquake.
in Lehigh county, Pennsylvania. She
The Earthquake of Jamaica, iu 1692,
bound up ton sheaves, and tells her
friends that she expects to attend the is one of the most dreadful that history
county fair next fall—if her own sheaf has to record. It was attended with a
hollow rumbling noise like that of thun
isn’t garnered meanwhile.
der, and in less than a miuute all the
The Naval Register just issued shows houses one side of the principal street
the total number of officers in all in the town of Port Royal sank into a
branches of the navy and marine corps, fearful gulf forty fathoms deep, and
active and retired, is 2,067. In addition water came roaring up where the houses
to this number there are at the naval had been. On the other side of the
academy, and who hope to be officers street the ground rose up and down like
some day, 237 cadet midshipmen and the waves of the sea, raising the houses
and throwing them into heaps as it sub
seventy-three cadet engineers. *
sided. In another part of the town the
Despite the immense yield of gold in street cracked along all its length, and
California, it is now shown that her the houses appeared suddenly twice as
tillable soil produces more actual wealth far apart as they were before. In many
than her richest mines. Her grain and places the earth opened and closed
her fruits exceed in value the best of her again, so that several hundred of these
placers. Her grape crop this season openings were to be seen at the same
will be so very large that preparations time; and as the wretched inhabitants
are making to convert 1,000 tons of ran out of their tottering dwellings, the
earth opened under their feet, and in
grapes into raisins.
some cases swallowed them up entirely;
A new idea, very original and extreme while in others, the earth suddenly clos
ly Parisian, has just been started. It ing, caught them by the middle, and
is that of a floating restaurant on the thus crushed them to death. In some
Seine, plying between the capital and cases these fearful openings spouted up
Saint-Germain. This establishment is cataracts of water, which were attended
It is not
installed on board a pretty little steamer. by a most noisome stench.
It has two decks, one of which is fitted possible for any place to exhibit a scene
up as a covered saloon with every ac of greater desolation than the whole
The
commodation, and on the other is fixed island presented at this period.
a tent, which shields the voyager from thundering bellowing of the distant
mountains, the dusky gloom of the sky,
sun and rain.
and the crash of the falling buildings
gave unspeakable horror to the scene.
The foliowing has been estimated as Such of the inhabitants as were saved
the areas of public land thrown open to sought shelter on board tho ships iu the
pre-emption and homestead settlement harbor, and remained there for more
under the recent decision of Secretary than two months, the shocks continuing
Schiirz, concerning the Pacific railroads: with more or less violence every day.
A cres.
When, at length, the inhabitants were
Central Pacific......................... 11,722,000 enabled to return, they found the whole
Union Pacific...................
.10,764,917 face of the country changed. Very few
Kansas Pacific.......................... 5,000,000 of the houses which had not been swal
Denver, Pacific.......................... 1,100,000 lowed up were left standing, and what
had been cultivated plantations were
Total................................... 28,586,947 converted into large pools of water.
The greater part of the rivers had been
A miller near Coleford, England, beat choked up by the falling in of detached
his wife and threatened his children masses of the mountains, and spreading
when summoned for not sending the lat ©ver the valleys, they had changed
ter to'school. Forty women of the neigh what was once fertile soil into morasses,
borhood met, flogged him soundly, and which could only be drained by cutting
would have ducked him in the parish new channels for the rivers; while the
pond had he not on his knees protested mountains themselves had changed their
his penitence. They threw buckets of shapes so completely that it was con
water over him and then allowed him to jectured that they had formed the chief
seat of the earthquake.
rise aud depart.
A young man pleasantly spoken of
by his acquaintance as “ Jimmy Greeuough ” is a clerk on the steamer H elena,
plying on the Upper Missouri. He is a
great-grandson of Sir James Greenough,
of England, and a few days since re
ceived a letter from his mother in Pitts
burgh, Pennsylvania, saying that she
had come into possession for him of
$2,500,000 from Sir James’s estate.
Nevertheless the river - loving James
says he will serve out his season in
buffeting the billows of those Western
waters.
New Guinea until lately has been an
almost unknown country. It has not
been fully explored, but missionaries of
the London Society have obtained a
footiug on a coast previously shunned
by ad vessels, and have won tho con
fidence and good will of a people hither
to supposed to be the mo3t bloodthirsty
and treacherous of savages, and are
giving their serious attention to the
evangelization of the island. Two of
the dialects spoken on tho coast have
been reduced to a written form and
printed, and twenty South Sea Island
teachers are helping the missionaries in
teaching the natives.
The Bureau of Statistics in Berlin
publishes a statement regarding the in
crease of population in Europe. Eng
land, Belgium, and Saxony show an en
largement from 1867 to 1875 of from ten
to thirteen per cent; Denmark, Prussia,
Italy and Switzerland, from five to eight
per cent.; but France only eiglity-five
one-hundredths per cent.
London,
Paris, Stockholm, Copenhagen, Brus
sels, Rotterdam, -Bordeaux, Palermo,
and Vienna showed increases between
1867 and 1871 ranging from eight to six
teen per cent.; Berlin, Frankfort, Han
over, Stuttgart, Leipzig, and Bremen,
from thirty-two to forty-four per cent.;
and Odessa, Breslau, Dresden, Hull,
Antwerp, Leeds, Glasgow, and Ham
burg, twenty to thirty-four per cent.
The quantity of tobacco annually con
sumed in China appears almost incredi
ble. Upwards of 100,000 tons’ weight
of this (as the Chinese term it) salubri
ous weed are stated to be the yearly con
sumption; but this immense consump
tion will not appear so prodigious whon
it is considered that smoking is univer

Paper Statistics.
Of the 1,300,000,000 human beings
inhabiting the globe, 360,000,000 have
no paper nor writing material of any
kind; 500,000,000 of the Mongolian race
use a paper made from the stalks and
leaves of plants; 10,000,000 use for
graphic purposes tablets of wood; 130,000,000—tho Persians, the Hindoos,
Armenians and Syrians —have paper
made from cotton, while the remaining
300.000. 000 use the ordinary staple.
The annual consumption by this latter
number is estimated at 1,800,000,000
pounds, an average of six pounds to the
person, which has increased from two
and a half pounds during the last fifty
years. To produce this amount of
paper, 200,000,000 pounds of woolen
rags, besides great quantities of linen
rags, straw, wood, and other materials,
are yearly consumed.
Tho paper is
manufactured in 3,960 paper mills, em
ploying 90,000 male and 180,000 female
laborers. The proportionate amounts
of the different kinds o f paper are stated
to be: Of writing paper, 300,000,000
pounds of printing paper, 900,000,000
pounds; of wall paper, 400,000,000, and
200.000.000 pounds of cartoons, blot
ting paper, etc.
IVhat a Squrrel Revealed.

On the banks of the “ Blue Juniata,’
in Huntingdon county, stands the quiet
little town of Alexandria. Years ago in
and about the village, lived a wild and
evil man, the terror of the country,
known as “ Lewis the robber.” Many a
night traveller lost his gold, and many
a wagoner on the old Pittsburg and
Philadelphia pike was bereft by force of
his valuables. Recently two gentlemen
were out hunting on Short Mountain, a
mile or two west of town. They shot a
squrrel which, wounded, ran into the
trunk of a large oak. What was their
surprise when grasping into the hollow
trunk for their game to discover an old
Dutch oven full of Spanish doubloons,
Mezican dollars, English sovereigns and
other coins, all dated previous to the
year 1820. Several packages of paper
were found which crumbled to dust as
soon as touched.
Their glittering
wealth, which they divided between
them, amounted to several thousand dol
lars. It is supposed that all this wealth
was deposited in the tree by “ Lewis the
robber, ” — A ltona (P a.) Tribune.

MORE WONDERFUL DISCOVERIES.
W h a t E dison is D o in s » t M e n lo P a r k —An
i n k fo r Illind P e rs o n s—T h e M eg a p h on e.

The Post-Office 44 Blind Clerk.”

Those readers who are iond of start
ling assertions will be pleased at the
announcement that there is in the New
York post-office a blind clerk, whose
eyes are the most penetrating of any in
the establishment. It is with difficulty
that I stay my pen from wandering off
upon other subject s while you are
left to the eujoyment of this problem.
It is the business of this person to de
cipher and rectify all the puzzling or
“ blind ” addresses which come into the
office upon envelopes, and to supply
addresses that have been left off. A
stranger wonld be astonished to see the
number of letters and postal-cards sent
without any addresses at all, or the scill
greater number intended for other cities,
but in reality sent to New York. W ith
the latter the process is simple. F or
instance: a letter is received addressed
to “ John Smith, 82 Carroll Street, New
York.” Now, as there is no Carroll
•Street in New York, it follows, logically
enough, that Mr Smith does not live at
such a number, upon such a street, in
the metropolis. Mr. Stone’s business
is to find out where John Smith does
live. He knows that there is a Carroll
street in Chicago, and by looking in a
directory of that city he finds among the
Smiths one John, living at the number
and street designated. He then changes
the address, puts a “ misdirected”
stamp upon the envelope, and sends it
along. But these are not the most diffi
cult cases with wLiich Mr. Stone has to
deal. Many of the foreign letters re
ceived furnish wide fields for conjecture
or scientific survey. In addition to the
almost undecipherable penmanship of
many letters, an appalling ignorance of
geographical points and spelling is fre
quently exhibited.
Here is one that smacks of the “ sod:”

W e make the following extracts con
cerning some of Edison’s recent inven
tions from a New York Sun correspond
ent’s interview with the great electri
cian at his home in Menlo Park, N. J .:
It was 6 o’clock. Col. Murphy and
Mr. Stewart left for the train. Mr. Fox
and the writer accepted an invitation to
supper. The professor lives in a neat
house fronting the railroad, but a |ew
steps from his laboratory. His mansion
is substantially furnished. Everything
is in perfect order, for a thrifty house
wife holds the reins. After a bountiful
meal, we returned to the laboratory.
The professor exhibited the drawings
for a little machine that he had invented
for the measurement of voltaic currents
of electricity. One of his surprising
discoveries is an ink that must prove a
blessing to the blind. He threw a white
powder into a bottle and poured a little
water on it. After the bottle was well
shaken he dipped a pen into the mix
ture, and wrote the word “ Boston ” on
difierent sheets of letter paper. The
writing dried in a few minutes and raised
itself on the paper the same as letters in
books prepared expressly for the bliud.
The color of the writing was a clear
white, and it looked as though it had
been cut aud pasted upon the letter
paper. It varied in height according to
the sizing of the paper. If the surface
was smooth and polished the letters
were bold and clean cut. They were
raised so much that a blind person ac
customed to reading books with the
fingers could easily decipher the manu
script. With the aid of the rack used
by William Prescott in writiug his
“ History of the Conquest of M exico,”
and the use of Edison’s preparation,
“ M r . T im o t h y D o n o v a n ,
Ashley Hardin
blind men and women could correspond
nearly as readily as other persons. The
North America. ”
The “ blihd ” clerk knew immediately
professor says that he shall continue his
experiments until he finds the paper that Mr. Donovan’s address ought to
best adapted to the use of the ink read, “ Ashley, Hardin County, Iow a.”
Even while waiting for the ink to dry on
Another selection from the pile showed
one of the sheets, he made a singular the following:
discovery. H e held the sheet to the
“ Mademoiselle
blaze of a lamp. The word “ B oston ”
S o f f ie L e m ie u x
turned a deep red, and finally became as
King Sez Falls
lettre presser.”
black and shining as ebony. On remov
ing it from the blaze and looking at it
There was no indecision in sending
on the surface, the ink changed to a this letter to Kingsley’s Falls, Province
color resembling the under side of a of Quebec. The writer, in order to
mushroom. The paper differed from make the “ lettre” more “ presser,”
that previously used, and the letters but had furnished it with twenty-five cents’
slightly ridged the surface. The mix worth of stamps.
ture acted upon the paper like an acid.
An English person sends a letter in
It ate the impurities in the sheet, and this shape:
left the word “ B oston ” as transparent
“ M rs T hom as H anks
as glass.
Bremingham Oakland
But a more surprising discovery was
Wiehcaam United Stats
made. The ink seemed to act different
North America U S A .”
ly on different words, and it is possible All of which meant Birmingham, Oak
that Mr. Edison may find a wood on land County, Michigan. Another na
which the ink would stand out so much tionality is represented in the iollowing
that artists could use it in drawing de brilliant study:
signs on blocks, and stereotyped plates
“ M S enor D n
could be taken without sending the
Fraucisco Suavez
blocks to a wood engraver. Such a dis
Yalbavez en los estados
covery would almost put an end to wood
unidos de america
engraving.
en rmebo eorleanes
In answer to an inqu;ry concerning
colobos 13.”
his ear trumpet, the professor said he Now, I respeotfully submit that a person
had received hundreds of letters from who goes through all this rigmarole just
deaf persons. He had not yet perfected to send a letter to Mr. Frank Suavez,
the machine, and could not say when he No, 13 Columbus street, New Orleans,
would do so. He needed such an in Louisiana, is little better than a mur
strument himself as much as anybody, derer. Emotional insanity may clear a
for he is terribly deaf, and he should homicide from punishment; but if this
drive away at it as fast as possible.
deliberate, designing conspirator is ever
The megaphone was not in the labora captured, he must be hanged.
These
tory. This wonderful instrument h a s 1 people have got to loam that the fair
three funnels, modelled after a W. The fame of the United States is not to be
two wings are funnels with tubing lead assailed in this kind of “ lower case.”
ing to each ear. The centre is a mouth If he must spell United States, “ estados
piece through which the operators talk. unidos de america,” why, oh, why,
Tho instrument is simply an atmos didn’t he use capitals ?
pherical telephone. W ith megaphones
Besides these cases, there are many
conversation can be carried on through others equally curious every day. O d©
a distance of from one to two miles and inventive foreign genius sends a letter
more.
to “ Pitchbird,” United States.
He
“ Do you see that house?” said Griffin means Pittsburg. Auother gigantic in
during the afternoon. He pointed to a tellect of Great Britain framed an ad
cottage more than a mile away. “ Well, dress v^hich reads, “ 1704 Washington
they were talking with megaphones b e street, opposite commonwealth hotel,
tween the laboratory and that house the United States,” nearly all these almost
other day, and every whisper was heard. ” incomprehensible addresses are correct
W e were standing on the veranda, which ly deciphered by Mr. Stone, although
commands a view so quietly beautiful one can scarcely understand how a single
that Mr. Edison says he saw noue that person is able to translate so many dif
surpassed it during his Western trip. ferent languages, in such abominable
“ Take that clump of woods away off yon text, too, and have enough room left in
der beyond the grain stack, and you can his brain for a most thorough geographi
hoar every whisper that is uttered,” said cal knowledge of the whole country, so
Griffin. “ The instruments are pointed that the slightest clew in any part of the
directly at each other like two cannons. whole address leads to an immediate
If a bee flies between them yon can hear discovery of the person for whom the
his humming. A whisper is audible a letter is intended.— Appleton's.
thousand feet without using the speak
ing trumpet, and the noise made by
Arsenic in Food.
walking through grass may be heard at
a much greater distance.”
Ritter points out that, although
The outside funnels are six feet eight magenta, by the arsenic process, is no
inches long and twenty-seven and a half longer used for coloring confectionery,
inches in diameter at the larger end. liquors, etc., arsenic is still found in
These funnels are each provided with a these articles of daily consumption. It
flexible ear tube, the end of which is finds its entrance into them by the
placed in the ear. The speaking trum glucose or Btarch sugar so often em
pet iu the middle does not differ materi ployed. Glucose is formed by the ac
ally from the ordinary ones. It is a lit tion of sulphuric acid upon starch; and
tle longer and has a larger bell mouth.” the acid, having been made from arsen
ical pyrites, contains traces of arsenic.
The source of the mischief is thus ap
Detroit’s Fish Story.
parent. As the brewers of Germany
While all the world has been revel employ little malt and large quantities
ing in fish stories of all grades, Detroit of glucose, the beer produced by them
has modestly held back, but now it steps is also liable to be affected with arsenic.
forward with its fish story which, accord Arsenic having been found in bread, its
ing to the F ree Press, has the advan presence there was also traced to the
tage over many other fish stories by baking powder, which has been pre
being true. Three Detroiters sat upon pared from sulphuric acid manufactured
the upper Walkerville wharf, opposite from arsenical pyrites. Even spring
Detroit. One caught a perch and strung water has been found to be contaminated
it on a string, letting it remain iu its by the arsenical pyrites, through which
native element.
On hauling up the the water percolated. While we are on
string to attach a second perch it was the topic it. may be well to caution pur
found that a large pike had swallowed chasers against the use of any wall pa
the first perch and was doing what little per which has not been chemically ana
it could to swallow the rest of the string lyzed. No color is now safe—the bines,
and get away on pressing business. By reds, browns, often contain arsenic, on
careful work the pike, with the perch account of tho cheapness of the material.
inside, was landed and the fishers came — E xchange.
to Detroit with their prize. The pike
proved to be three feet long and weighed
The Chinese have a sure way of re
nine pounds. This is Detroit’s fish story, moving dandruff. They do it with a
jack-plane.
and if can be proven true.
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v u iu m o ui
uw at
e traces
logical Contributions by J. A. L in tn er,-^ .,^ feed
extracted from the “ Thirtieth Annual
the co
R eport on the New York State Museum lY.oals of
of Natural H istory,” will be found, ®jBO be
among other articles, one upon the ne* . ee cam
carpet-bug, the ravages of which have 1the ’ midi
since 1864, caused much alarm in this element.
country. Not satisfied with devouring pea neve;
the fibre of the carpet in spots, cases are dead or
cited where entire breadths have been for a lc
cut across as if by scissors. In 1876 ^ r n e d .
this insect was very abundant in Scke. from a
nectadv, and on careful investigation it coal-tar
was determined by Mr. Lintner to be rough i
A nthrenus serophularice, a near rela p r . Krs
tive of the small A . m usccorum , which p u rb o r
has been for many years the pest of always
pu blic museums, although much the wbalini
less destructive of the two. T he larva the wa
in its adult form is about three-sixteenths W hen
of an inch in length, and the adult is
fillip8
very lightly colored in bars of black, overbe
white and scarlet. The best place for gale si
detecting these insects is upon the in g tl
edges of carpets where they are nailed j pecial
down. Professor Lintner thinks that ' H op e
should it becom e as abundant as some such
of its allies, it is difficult to conceive
heavj
how we can indulge in the luxury of
a gaJ
carpets in our homos. Even now,where
vesse
it is established, nothing bu t a frequent
dor t
overhauling and shaking will prevent I over
its ravages. The ordinary remedies of
w ith
camphor, pepper, turpentine, tobacco, 4| thee
carbolic acid, etc., are of no avail. One
leow
method will probably be t« introduce
lin o’
into the rooms certain plants of which
for
these insects are fond, and which will { hftv<
attract them, and then to knock them
diff<
off into boiling water after they have
It ii
collected upon the flowers. Professor
tenl
Lintner refers, in this connection, to
sub
the long catalogue of injurious insects
COE
received from Europe, and to the com 
ma
paratively small return we have been
gor
able to make.
Am ong the more im
gio
portant species he mentions the Hessian
gel
fly, the cheese midge, the house fly, the
■ffi
Croton-bug, the grain weevil, all the
in
destructive moths, the asparagus beetle,
m<
etc. Of the very few of our rative pests
th
which have been transmitted to E urope,
or
the most obnoxious is the potato-bug.—
w
H a rp er’s B aza a r.
hi
The New Carpet-Bug.

Around the North and South Poles.

The question whether it is possible
that there can be at all times or at any
time anything in the form of an open
Polar sea seems to be virtually settled,
(says the New York Tribune,) and in
the most unsatisfactory manner im aginable. From the observations o f
Count W ilezek in 1871 and W evprecht
and Payer in the following year, and
from those of Dr. Hayes in 1861 and
Captain Nares in 1875-’76, it is evident
that the Polar basin is neither open sea
nor continuous ice, but a fatal com pro
mise between the two ; and there seems
now to be only two plans, one nearly as
hopeless as tho other, to choose between
in any future attempt to reach the North
P ole—either to establish permanent
stations, as proposed b y Lieutenant
Weypreclit, and already initiated at
one point by Captain Tyson and Cap
tain Howgate, and to seize the oppor
tunity of running north in oarly au
tumn from the station where the sea ap
pears most open, or to run as far north
as possible, at enormous expense, with
a great force of men, and abundance of
provisions, and kerosene oil, and push
northward during the Arctic winter b y
a chain of eommnnicating stations, with
ice-built refuge huts. But little progress
has been made during the past quarter
of a century in the actual investigation
of the conditions of the Antartic regions.
From information derived from all
sources up to the present, it may b o
gathered that the impenetrated area o f
4,700,000 square miles surrounding tho
South Pole is by no means a continuous
continent, but consists much more
probably partly of comparatively low
continental land, and partly of a series
of continental islands bridged between
and combined and covered to a depth o f
about 1,400 feet by aj continuous ico
cap.
Roundabout. Ways of Hearing.

There is a passage from the cavity o f
the drum of the ear to the throat, known
as the eustachian tube. Its main pur
pose seems to be to regulate the pressure
of air in the cavity; but, under certain
circumstances, it serves to convey sound
to the inner ear. W riters an physiology
record instances in which persons who
could not hear through the external ear
were enabled to do so through the
mouth. Another roundabout way o f
hearing is by means of the teeth. A
simple experiment illustrates the trans
mission of sonorous sounds by the teeth,
and also shows that solid bodies convey
feeble vibrations better than the air.
L ay a watch, face downward, on a table,
and stand so far from it that you cannot
hear the ticking. Now, let one end of a
wooden rod rest on the back of the
watch, and grip the other end with the
teeth; close the ears with the fingers to
exclude other sounds, and the beat o f
the watch will be distinctly audible.
Other sounds may be conveyed in the
same manner. I f one end "of a verv
long rod be placed on a piano and th o
other held between the teeth, one can
distinguish the tune played though his
ears be stopped. That the sound is
transmitted better through solids than
through the air is shown by the old ex
periment of suspending a poker or an
iron bar by a cord held b y the teeth.
If the iron bar be struck the sound will
appear louder than when heard in the
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Contraction o f M u scles.
The language o f the hair is the latest Arnold and Slack always being at hand to the feminine palate, vegetable in composi
x
Marion, O hio.
M erchant’ s G argling Oil is the standard
means of communicating ideas which to direct the exact spot to look for them. tion and thoroughly safe. Use it and regain $ 10 ° $25
L inim ent o f the United States. Large size,
H
selling our F i n e A i S N o V C l t i f i ^
society has discovered. The arrangement They spent seven days in the valley, v i g o r . ______________________ _
$ i ; medium, 50c ; small, 25c. Small size for
» ? '
fam ily use, 25c. Manufactured at L o ck p ort,
°f the hair in certain ways has certain and gathered together about 1,000 carats
To cleanse and whiten the teeth, to sweeten OaUlogue A
N . Y ,, by Merchant’s G argling Oil C om pany.
meanings, which a you ng lady’s ad ef diamonds and 6,000 carats of rubies, the breath, use Brown’s Camphorated Sapona
JOHN HODGE, Sec’ y.
Established nearly fifty years,
tou » MaBaamethysts and other precious stones. ceous Dentifrice. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
mirers are expected to interpret.
A COLOSSAL DIAMOND SCHEME.
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Make Hens Lay.

Gargling Oil Liniment
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Dealer in

By His Biz

W OULD RISE!
Either

Optical

ADVERTISE.

Goods!

A n y man pays too much for his
whistle, when he has wet it fifteen or
twenty times a day.

PRINTING

W . HUNTER, M. D-,

O v e r tiro P o s t Office,

Physician! Surgeon

P hillips, M a in e .

Dry Goods, Groceries, Corn,

Elmwood House,

,

Proprietor

Board, $1.00 to $1.50 per day.
Phillips, Me.

*13

JO

Clean Towel and plenty bay P L l z m .
for every customer.
*53

M aino.

R E P A IR IN G D O N E T O O R D E R .

No. 3 Beal Block,
53
Phillips, Maine.
Eg*” Constant and judicious advertising is a
sure prelude to wealth.
G. W . Y O U N G & CO.,
ZW™ A man who invests one dollar in busi
Dealers in
ness, should invest another in advertising.
[Sayings of very wise men.

E . D. PRESCO TT,

NEVSPAPEH

D R E SSE R !

P liilllp s ,

“Bust,”

PHONOGRAPH

Next to Barden House,

— OR—

Now if a man will not subscribe
And have the paper sent him,
While all the time he’s prying ’round—
He may be sure we meant him.

HARDEN,

F A S H IO N A B L E

WATCHES, CLOCKS HAIR

3VE U S T

EXPLANATION.
Our “ no-bill bird” some soul hath stirred,
And pecked with his pointed bill—
For aught we know he’s been pecked so
That he squirms and wiggles still.

M. w .

. WILE,

FLOUR, CROCKERY, HARDWARE, &c.
N.B.-Tourists will find everything in Canned
Goods and general Camping Supplies. Goods
always fresh, and best the markets afford.
Rangeley, Maine.
*

Strong,

OFFICE,

Maine.

H. Bm ory Pratt,

Att'y at Law 5Notary Public,
Farmington, Maine.
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Should young ladies be good oars
men because they know how to
“ feather” their “ sculls.”
The tree under which the tramp
delights to shelter himself from the
sun must be the low-cuss tree.
A sign posted up in a W isconsin
sawmill reads : “ The saws are running
— no use to touch them to convince
yourselves.”

New and Nice!
KW" Having Just Fitted Up

The people who never make any
mistakes nor blunders have all the
necessaries o f life, but miss the
luxuries.— Josh Billings.

With an experience o f Eleven Years, as Job
Printer, etc., we feel confident that
w e can give as

Since the change in the governor
generalship o f Canada, it is no longer
a Dufferin but a duffer out, while
Canada, poor Canada, is all for L om e.

GOOD S A T ISF A C T IO N

Work and Prices
— IN —

A n Albany clergyman was recently
telling a marvelous story, when his
little girl said. “ N ow , pop, say, is
that really true, or is it ju st preaching?”
A catalogue o f a military school
says that each article belonging to the
students must be marked with the
owner’ s full name. A m on g the articles
mentioned is toilet soap.

— AS—

“ A N Y O T H E R M A N .”
W e are prepared to do the

HEAVIEST W ORK

A North Carolina editor declares
that the man who will read a news
paper three or four years without pay
ing for it will pasture a goat on the
grave o f his grandfather.
A little Irish boy fell down and bit
his tongue. H e arose from the ground,
crying and sobbing, and said to his
brother, “ O h ! Staphen, dy’e think
will I ever spake again?”
Sunday-school teacher to astonished
child— “ M y dear, every hair o f your
head is numbered.”
Scholar (hesitat
ing) to astonished teacher— “ Pull out
N o. 6 for me, then, please !”
“ D on’t you think,” asked a husband
in a mild form o f rebuke to his wife,
“ that women are sometimes possessed
o f the devil?” “ Y es” was the answer,
“ as soon as they are married !’’
“ A h ,” said the fly as it crawled
around the bottle, “ I have passed
through tjie hatching age, the creep
ing age, the flying age, and now I am
in the mucilage, and— ” there it stuck.
Little M ary ran against the open
door the other day, and was slightly
hurt. T o her mother’s anxious inquiry
concerning her injuries she answered :
“ It’s nothing, mama, “ M ary had a
little lam’ , that’s all.”
“ W ell, H ans,” was said to a ward
politician recently, “ how are political
matters ?” “ I ’ ve cot enough bolotics,”
was the answer, “ I goes for pest maxf,
now, and I will vote for a nigger if
he ish only a white man.”
Our postmaster was called out
at an early hour, F riday morning, o f
last week, by a young gent who
“ wanted his mail before he went to
the circus !” He wanted to know if
the female had consented to go with
him, before he called.
Some recently discovered inscrip
tions on burned bricks bring to light
the astonishing revelation that King
Ahasuerus hanged Haman because he
invented the accordeon and put the
price down to $1.75, so that every
young man might have one.
“ W h y does lightening so rarely
strike in the same place ?” Professor
W ortm an asked the new boy in the
class in natural philosophy. “ Huh,”
said the new boy, “ it never needs to.”
A nd it is a little singular that nobody
had thought o f that reason before.
A newspaper having made the state
ment that the Old Orchard Beach
“ has more people than can possibly be
accommodated,” a paragrapher asks
how there can possibly be more people
at a place than it can hold, which
brings out the follow ing from the
Hartford T im e s:
“ The way they
manage at Old R ye Beach is, when
that place gets full and can’t hold the
crowd, the crowd gets full and holds
the Old R ye.”

— AN D —

The

M o st D e lic a te ,
—FROM—

A Mammoth Poster
—TO—

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1871, by Crank A Co.
in the office of the Librarian of Congress, Washington.

P H IL L IP S

CIRCU LATIN G
LIBRARY!
— AN D —

P E N N Y R E A D IN G ROOM.
Over the Post Office.
C A. TA. Xj OOUEI .
^ “ Following is a Catalogue of Books In
the Phillips Circulating Library, with their
Authors.
f3?“ For Rates, etc., ses fourth page.
Advice of a Father to his Son.
N. Francis
Advice to Young Men.
Arthur
Album.
Astoria. (3 vols.)
Washington Irving
Atlantic Monthly. (7 Nos.)
Atlas of Aroostook County.
Roe <&Colby
Auto-Biography o f Lemuel Norton.
Auto-Biography of Joseph Bates.
Book o f Golden Deeds, A
Brief Poems.
Emma Garrison
Broken Bud, The (3)
A Mother
Can the Old Love ?
BuddingUm
Casket, The
Captain Sam.
Eggleston
Centennial Celebration of Bangor.
Child at Home, The
Abbott
Chronicles of the Canongate.
City of the Sultan. (3 vols.)
MissPardoe
Critical History of the late A m ’n War. Mahan
Confession of Harry Larreque.
Crucible.
Goodhue
Daughter of an Empress.
Muhlbah
Daisy Chain, The (3 vols.)
Dikes and Ditches.
Oliver Optic
Divine Attribute.
Swedenborg
Down the Rhine.
Oliver Optic
Doctrine of Immortality.
Whitmore
Domestic Portraiture
Rev. Lcgh Richmond
Duncan Dunbar.
Jere Chaplin
Elementary Algebra.
Smyth
El Fureidis.
European Life & Manners (2 vol.)
Colman
Europe, Asia & Africa.
Farmer’s Barn Book.
Fern Leaves, from Fanni«’s Portfolio
Flag Ship.
Taylor
Foe in the Household.
Caroline Chcsebro
Frederick the Great & his Court.
Muhlbah
Friendships Offering.
Field, Forest & Garden.
Gray
Garth.
Hawthorn
Gaston’s Collections.
Glances & Glimpses
Great Expectations.
Dicltem
Hallig, or the Sheepfold in the Waters
Hester, the Bride of the Islands. A Poem.
Hedged In.
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps
Hitherto.
Mrs. Whitney
Home Intfuence.
Grace Augiler
History of the U. S.
Goodrich
Hymns of Faith & Hope
Ronar
“
for Mother & Children.
Irvlngiana
Irving

Ivanhoe,
Scott
Jane Eyre.
Jesus & his Biographers.
Furness
Journal o f Health
Joseph II <4 his Court.
Muhlbah
John Godfrey’s Fortunes
Bayard Taylor
Juvenile Keepsake
Clara Arnold
Last Leaf from Sunny Side.
Phelps
Ladies Magazine.
Life o f George Washington.
Sparks
Life o f George Washington.
Weems
Life o f Dr. Kane.
Dr.Elder
Life o f Alexander the Great.
Williams
Life In Utah, Ac.
Ceadle
Lights a Shadows of African History.
Lofty a Lowly, The,
McIntosh
Lord Bantam.
Lyteria. Poem .
Maine in the War.
Whitman A True
Manuel of Phonography.
Pittman
Memoir of Felix Neff.
Gilley
Memoir.
Mrs. Winslow
Memoir of Josiah Peet. (3 Nos)
Midsummer Eve.
Mr8 Hall
My Brothers Keeper,
Madge.
H. B. G.
Manuel of Agriculture.
Emerson
Mendelssohn’s Letters.
Ridtz
Mimic Life.
Anna Cora Retchie
Marquis of Villamur.
George Sand
May.
Mrs. Smith
Marie Antoinette a her Son.
Muhlbah
Men o f Our Times
H. B. Stowe
Millennial Experience.
Underwood
Miramich.
Myrtis
Mrs. Sigourney
Nepolean & the Queen of Persia.
Muhlbah
New Zelander The.
Notions of the Americans.
Oliver Twist.
Old Market Cart.
Mr8. Smith
Old Testament Unveiled.
Putman
Old and New. (5 Nos.)
Old Fritz.
Muhlbah
On Both Sides o f the Sea.
Oriental Annual.
Gaunter
Playo. (3 vols.)
Philo.
Phrenology.
Spurzheim
Picnic Papers.
Dickens
Polar Tropical Worlds. The
Harting
Press of Maine, The
Griffin
Prize Essays on a Congress of Nations.
President Lincoln’s Administration. Raymond
Private Life of Layfayette
Cloquet
Patience of Hope, The
- Whittier
Reflections on the Works of God
Slurm
Reveries of a Bachelor.
Ike Marvel
Recolections of a Life Time. (3 vols J Goodrich
Redeemer & Redeemed.
Beecher
Recollections o f Layfayette (2 vols.)
Cloquet
A Religious Amendment to the Constitution.
Romance of History. (2 vols.) Italy,
Robins, The
Trimmer
Riley’s Narrative.
Ruth Hall.
Fanny Fern
Saint Ronan’s W ell.
Waverly Novels
School Governmont.
Jewell
Sermons by the Monday Club.
Sights and Secrets of the National Capital
Singing Pilgrim.
Phillip Phillips
Six Months in a Convent.
Sketches in Switzerland.
Song of Hiawatha,
Longfellow
Songs of Salvation.
South and North.
Abbott

The Nicest Wedding

Speeches a Lectures.
Fessenden
Story of Avis.
B. S Phelps
Sunny Memories o f Foreign Lands, H.B. Stowe
Swallow Barn.
Kennedy
Tales Upon Texts.
Adams
Tales o f a Traveller.
Tell It A ll.
Mrs. Stenhouse
Three Days on the White Mountains. G. Ball
Tolla.
Abbott
Travels in Europe & the East. (2 vols.)
Tuttl Fruttl.
Prime
Two Sicilies, The
Sleeper
Two Lilies.
Julia Kavananh
Two Years Before the Mast.
Underground or Life Below the Surface.
Violet.
McIntosh
Vocal Culture.
Murdock
Washington A his Generals
Headiey
Works o f Mrs. Sherwood. (5 vols.
W orld’s Birthday, The
Gaussen
Works o f Shakespear, The
World & its Inhabitants, The
Wool Gathering.
Gail Hamilton
Young Christian, The
Abbott
O. M. Moore , Proprietor.
E5?” We shall be continually adding to our
catalogue, and anouncing the same in the
columns o f the P h o n o g r a p h .

Photograph Rooms
would announce to the public that I
am doing a thriving business at the rooms for
merly occupied by E. C. Merrill, and would be
pleased to meet those desiring pictures of any
description. Copying old and faded Pictures
a specialty. A ll are invited to call and exam
ine specimens o f work.

R . Xj. Xloborts,
Main Street,

Farmington, Maine,

E N TISTRY!
I can be found at Dr. KIMBALL’S
I office, Beal Block, Phillips, Oct. 22d,
11878, for three weeks, when I shall be
|pleased to see all in need of
D en ta l

W o r is ..

E. A. WILLIAMS.
§3 f Remember the time and place.

or Visiting Cards!
— IN —

THE HIGHEST STYLE OF THE AET!

B O T T O M P R IC E S

A Specialty.
GT*Among the various kinds o f w ork we
can guarantee satisfaction upon, may be m en
tioned—

MAMMOTH POSTERS!
Show Bills!
T 'ln il £TPPQ \
JJU U gei b 1

HIperil Cl P C I Plain. and Fancy Circulars, o f
VJII b u l t l l o ! any size or shape desired.

Town Reports,
School Reports,
Catalogues,
Law Briefs,
"Rl c m U I Warrantee, Quit Claim and MortD iC bliiA o j gage D eeds; Bends, Bills o f Sale,
Notes, Drafts, Receipts, etc., etc.

Bills of Fare,
Bill Heads,
Envelopes,
Note Headings,
Letter Headings,

C. L. TOOTHAKER, M. D.,

Shipping Tags,

Physician s Surgeon
Phillips,

Inches, 6>ix20,
10x26, etc,, etc., etc.

Maine.
A First Class Assortment

Farmington, Mo.,

'L A N K

G. A. FLETCHER, Propr.
----26
gjg^Frce Coach to and from the Depot.

w.

M.

CHANDLER,

B LA C K SM ITH !

And For Sale at A ll Times.

Fliillips, Maine.
Office
Particular attention paid to Interfering and
Over-reaching, also to Edge Tool work,

Ovtu-

F H I L X jI P S ,

•
m e

.

